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CHAPTER ONE  
 
FAMILY BACKGROUND. 
 
Far away, down a long tunnel of time past, tiny and clear, I can see the old square house, with a 
paved garden behind it, the fig tree up three stone steps, the vine growing all up the back of the 
house and never producing anything but little, hard, black grapes. Every summer we hoped it 
would be hot enough to ripen them. 
 
Just past the house the old stone gateway led into the Close and whenever we walked 
underneath it we gazed up at the carved figure whose precise meaning and gender was quite 
obscure to us, but which we invested with a character quite unknown to its long-dead carver. 
We used to call it St Charles, but nobody knew why. 
 
As soon as we got into the Close, everything was different and quieter, with the green vista of 
the cathedral lawns shining ahead. We loved to walk round to the back of the cathedral and 
touch the old stone buttresses, or walk in the cloister where the yew trees had stood for 
centuries. We used to stand and listen to the choir as they practised - it sounded quite different 
and unearthly from there. 
 
Time's wings beat slowly then, the days stretched ahead endlessly, the years would go on 
forever. Nothing would change in the cathedral and it seemed as if our lives would be linked 
with it always. 
 
Though these are the most vivid, my memories go back further still, so now I will tell how we 
came to be living in Salisbury early in the nineteen hundreds. 
 
I was born in London in 1902 in my grandmother and grandfather's house. My parents had been 
married in October 1901 in London before they left for a curacy in Cornwall. My mother’s 
name was Lilian Ethel Bagley, my father’s Edmond Robert Nevill. 
 
After taking his degree at Lincoln College Oxford in 1885, Edmond took orders, travelled 
widely for some years on the Continent and also visited New Zealand. He then returned to 
London and became a curate at the church which my mother and her family attended. My 
mother was then only in her early teens but even then was notably pretty, so much so that 
photographers and artists used to ask her parents if she could pose for them. I still have some of 
these portraits. My grandmother had mixed Spanish and French blood and her three daughters 
all had raven hair. My mother's hair had a great streak of red running down the back and was 
naturally wavy with a little row of curls at the front which she could never get under control. 
My father thought she was the most beautiful girl he had ever seen - an opinion from which he 
never wavered for the rest of his life. He determined to wait until she was old enough to marry 
him but first he wanted to make his fortune: so he went to Australia because the salaries were 
better there than in England. and became a schoolmaster first in Sydney then at St Peter's 
Adelaide. 
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He taught History, Classics and English. He had a great gift for languages and spoke eleven. He 
was also an authority on Monkish Latin, but there was no call for that in Australia. He saved as 
much money as he could then invested it all in gold mines but, like many others, he lost it all. 
After five years he despaired of that fortune and was longing to see my mother again, so decided 
to return to England and take up the ministry again. By that time he was over thirty and his hair 
had turned grey, but he was tall and slim, as he always remained, and the gap in their ages never 
mattered, they remained completely devoted always. 
 
Edmond had an unhappy family history. His father, Edmund Berry Nevill, had also been a 
parson and had been persuaded by his younger brother Samuel Tarrat, to accompany him to 
New Zealand when Bishop Selwyn had offered the latter a bishopric there. So Edmond decided 
to go too and was given the living of Wanganui in the North Island. Samuel became bishop of 
Otago in the South Island and eventually Primate of all New Zealand.  
 
So my grandparents set sail with their three young children of whom my father was the eldest. It 
took them five months to reach New Zealand and must have been a weary voyage for my 
grandmother.  
 
After a short time in Wanganui my grandfather contracted tuberculosis and eventually died in 
hospital in Akaroa leaving my grandmother with three children under five and no resources. She 
appealed for help to her brother in-law, who had always disliked her. Maybe he was jealous, as 
he had no children of his own and longed for them. He had married a rich woman but she had 
very poor health and became an invalid. 
 
Samuel offered to bring up, adopt and educate his brother's children and leave them all his 
money, but only on condition that their mother gave them up entirely. This she agreed to do, 
poor soul, she had no money, no profession and was heartbroken at the loss of her husband.  
 
She entered a sisterhood of Mercy and remained there till the day of her death.., many years 
later. 
 
What was unforgivable was that the bishop told the children that they had been abandoned by 
their mother and this, together with the loss of their father had a deep and lasting effect on them. 
 
It was not until my father was a grown man that he discovered the truth and was able to trace his 
mother and see her again. 
 
The bishop provided them with every material comfort and a good education but neither he nor 
his wife ever gave them any love. There were two boys and a girl, my father being the eldest. 
 
As soon as he decently could the bishop shipped them all off to schools in England. They spent 
their holidays with rather distant relatives and never had a home. 
 
The two boys were sent to Lancing and my father went on to Lincoln College, Oxford where he 
took his degree, gained his blue and was generally a notable athlete, swimming, rowing and 
running - for which he gained many cups. 
 
The other two returned to New Zealand. Guy became a business man and Emily lived unhappily 
with her aunt and uncle for a good many years. She was apparently known as "the icy Miss 
Nevill" but nevertheless married happily, rather late in life, a Scotsman, James Campbell-
Gillies, but till then was an unhappy soul. 
 
My father returned to New Zealand briefly after Oxford but did not find it congenial to his 
interests in classical and general history, languages and genealogy. 
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So when he eventually married and had children of his own all his starved affections were 
concentrated on his family and he was deeply devoted to all eight of them never being happy 
unless he knew where they were and that they were safely home at night. 
 
There was never any sibling rivalry in our family. Although Joyce was four years younger I 
never felt any jealousy and we became firm friends and remained so till her death in February 
1996. The only slight division was between the four eldest and the four youngest. They were 
know as "the babies" and we always insisted they should sit in a different pew from us in 
church! 
 
 
CHAPTER TWO   
 
CORNWALL AND DORSET. 
 
My earliest memories go back to Powerstock in Dorset, for I don’t remember St Buryan in 
Cornwall at all. I know that we lodged with a Mrs Tregurtha and that I was a plump and fair-
haired child and made much of. My father, whenever he had time collected Cornish folklore, 
such as the story of the Merry Maidens who were turned to stone for dancing on Sunday - 
actually they were a prehistoric stone circle. He also wrote poems and songs for the school 
children and a hymn for them which was set to music. We used to say it every night after Our 
Father and God Bless Mother and Daddy etc. It goes as follows: 
 
Dark brooding shadows of the night, 
Sweep over hill and plain, 
God grant me rest, God give me peace, 
Till day shall rise again. 
 
A heart to love, a mind to praise, 
A soul to follow thee, 
A life to live, a death to die, 
Thou asketh, Lord, of me. 
 
In those days the people of Cornwall considered everybody from outside their border to be 
foreigners but probably that has changed now. The clergy were an exception and more easily 
accepted and mixed with the local gentlefolk. They themselves were usually of good family and 
the Nevills are of course an old and noble Norman family whose history is entwined with the 
history of England. 
 
Powerstock was quite a small village lying North of Bridport. The vicar's name was Dalison. 
His wife, Lucy, was related to Bishop Montgomery and the Montgomery boys used frequently 
to stay at the vicarage. Mr Dalison who was a keen photographer amused himself by taking 
elaborate photographs of myself and Brian, the youngest, posed in front of an old Chinese 
screen (I still have these). 
 
Brian Montgomery’s elder brother, Bernard later became famous as Lord Montgomery of 
Alamein in the Second World War, although Brian never rose above the rank of Major during 
the war! Years later we met at a party and he knew me again at once. 
 
Mr Dalison also made me a large and beautiful scrap book with my name painted on the front. It 
was full of lovely Victorian scraps and I loved it dearly and treasured it for years. It was 
eventually stolen from me, together with my German bricks and beautiful workbox in England 
in 1939. I have yearned for them ever since. 
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One of my most vivid memories is sitting on my mother’s knee busily eating black boot buttons 
and gazing with fascination at the completely bald head of a local farmer who had called on us. 
My mother was so afraid of my making some comment on this that she never noticed what I 
was doing! However I survived that without disaster, as I had earlier in Cornwall survived a 
surfeit of plums from the tree that grew on Mrs Tregurtha’s wall. I also made a great many 
experiments with green apples and gooseberries which I thoroughly enjoyed. 
 
I used to be taken to church on Sunday mornings, but my poor mother had to sit at the back of 
the church and take my shoes off, so that I could run up and down the pew without disturbing 
the congregation. After a while I grew so restless that these visits were discontinued and I was 
just taken by my nursemaid to meet my parents after the service. On one occasion, all dressed 
up in my white frock and pink sash I was knocked by a foxhound puppy into a puddle of dirty 
water and had to be quickly returned home and have my clothes changed. I felt very humiliated. 
 
Another more interesting occurrence with a puppy - possibly the same one - happened a little 
later. Mother had taken me for a picnic in a nearby meadow which had a stream running through 
it. She left me sitting on the rug playing with my doll while she went to a nearby farmhouse to 
get some milk. We had with us a half-grown foxhound puppy that we were walking and she left 
him lying beside me. 
 
When she had gone I got up and toddled down to the stream, stumbled and fell face down in the 
water. The puppy who had followed me, when he saw what had happened caught me by the 
back of my neck and held my face above the water till mother came running down the slope 
from the farmhouse crying out in alarm. Thanks to his intelligence I was quite safe, only very 
wet. I can still remember the feeling of his mouth holding me by the scruff of my neck, but not 
biting! 
 
We lived in a large cottage, I think it must have originally been two. It had a thatched roof and 
was long and low. It lay under a hillside with a garden at the front and an orchard climbing the 
hillside at the back. 
 
Although my father was only a curate and had a very small income, wages were very low in 
those days and we had a general servant, a nursemaid and a garden boy. My father was greatly 
interested in Dorset parish registers and collaborated with a man called Phillimore in publishing 
several volumes of them. Mr Phillimore also helped my father in some researches on the Nevill 
pedigree on which he was working. A lot of Americans used to write to my father for help in 
tracing their ancestors. 
 
Powerstock was some miles from Bridport and if my mother wanted to go there to shop we had 
to go by carriers cart, or else she pushed me in my pram up hill and down dale; and the roads 
were very hilly thereabouts! 
 
I went back to Powerstock many years later with my grandson Alasdair, but it all seemed 
unfamiliar:- after all I was only four years old when we left. 
 
I think that being a Londoner born and bred, my mother got very bored with the country. She 
had very little money to spend and made all our clothes herself on a very ancient Wertheim 
sewing machine. She had only one friend in the village, Lucy Dalison, so her social life was 
minimal. The Manor was not occupied then and as she was essentially a sociable person and not 
a great reader, her only resource was in the parish activities. She continued to make all her 
family’s clothes until I got old enough to help her and between us we designed and made all the 
clothes for five girls. She made great sacrifices to get the money for materials being determined 
that her daughters should be as well dressed as any other of their friends.  
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She was a devoted nurse and with eight children had many opportunities in this line as we had 
all the childish illnesses such as measles, chicken pox and whooping cough, though luckily we 
escaped scarlet fever. Her love and care for her children never faltered and she would go to any 
length to ensure that we got the best possible education - especially the boys - as she realised 
how important this was for their futures. 
 
She never lost her looks, even as an old lady, and had a beautiful skin. Her hair did not go grey 
till she was eighty. She was only five feet tall but she must have been very strong for she never 
seemed to ail and her enjoyment of life never failed. 
 
For four years I was the only child. By the time my sister Joyce was born we had moved to 
Salisbury where my father was curate at St Thomas’s Church. This old and beautiful church at 
the end of the High Street, next to the Market Cross, has a famous "Doom" between the nave 
and the chancel and was an unfailing source of interest to me. I remember wondering why the 
souls were all naked!  
 
 
CHAPTER THREE  
 
SALISBURY. 
 
A famous old Inn "The Haunch of Venison" backed onto the churchyard. 
 
The vicar was a Canon Sanctuary. He had a very interesting old house, built partly into Queen 
Anne’s Gate and the wall of the Close. There was a bow window which overlooked the street 
beyond the gate. This room was the children’s playroom. The Sanctuarys had a large family but 
they were nearly all much older than us - but we often went to play with the youngest, Susan. 
 
We lived very happily in Salisbury for six years, most of the time in another old house near the 
gate with the statue of St Charles. This house was built in a very strange way, interlocking with 
its neighbours on both sides, so that you could hear footsteps above your head or voices in the 
room below. It gave a ghostly effect and could be rather disconcerting. 
 
Nearer the Close gate, in fact next to the wall, lived a Dr Roberts and his wife. Their house was 
built sideways facing the wall and you entered through big wrought iron gates and walked up a 
drive. There was a beautiful garden, full of lilac trees. It also had secret passages leading into 
the Close. We were told that they were used in the old days by the Canons and other people who 
wanted to leave the Close after ten at night when the gates were closed. We were allowed to 
explore the passages for a short way, but they were damp and gloomy, and blocked by falls, so 
we could not go very far, but it was very exciting and a great treat. 
 
My sister Joyce was not strong as a baby and used to cry a great deal. She was called Peter the 
Wailer by my father, who had a weakness for nicknames. It was later turned into Pi, by which 
she was known for many years. She was taken out by the nursemaid in a large and handsome 
pram, and at first I used to ride at the other end with my feet in the well, but I soon got too big 
for that and was promoted to walking beside it, holding on to the handle. Our favourite walks 
were either down by the river or else in the Close, which is very large and secluded with huge 
trees. We sat on the Cathedral lawns on a rug while the nursemaid knitted or sewed.  
 
I well remember the exciting morning when my brother John was born. Joyce and I were still in 
bed when my father came rushing in crying "I have a son". 
 
He was a beautiful child with huge dark eyes, and adored by all of us. 
 
Later another boy, Philip was born. 
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John was known as "The Bird" and was a gentle boy, not particularly clever, whereas Philip, 
known as Duppy, was a brilliant child. But poor Philip always laboured under the disadvantage 
that John was the eldest and best loved. Philip spent his life trying to catch up but he never 
succeeded although he soon out-distanced John at school work, and then John had to work to 
catch up. 
 
But they were always each other’s best friend all their lives and when John, many years later, 
was killed in North Africa in World War II, Philip moved heaven and earth to follow him - 
though his eyesight was very poor so he could never be in the fighting line. 
 
Salisbury in the early nineteen hundreds was a very quiet Cathedral city. Our lives revolved 
round the Cathedral and St Thomas’ Church and all my parents friends were connected with one 
or other of them. My father, with his wide interests in history and genealogy, had many learned 
friends in the Close.  
 
The one I remember best is Canon Banks who was then, I think, quite an old man: he certainly 
seemed very old to me! I think he must have been a widower and lived alone with a 
housekeeper and staff in a fine old house in the Close, next to the Choir school. We were 
sometimes taken to visit him and he entertained us with a musical box. There were cats dancing 
to the music of a cat violinist and we loved it and would have it again and again. 
 
Many years later I saw it’s twin in a shop in the Portobello Road. It was too dear for me then but 
I have often wished since that I had bought it. It might have been the very same one. 
 
Then there were two dear old sisters who lived in the Close opposite the West Front of the 
Cathedral. They were exquisite needle women and they dressed Joyce and I each a beautiful 
baby doll. Their clothes were all embroidered by hand, flannel barettes scalloped all round and 
long robes in Italian cut work; tiny lace bonnets, little capes with swansdown and finely 
crocheted shawls.  
 
We loved them so dearly but one day John and Philip decided to have a mock funeral and they 
took our darlings, smashed their faces and buried them in the garden. The results were very 
painful to John and Philip but the dolls were beyond repair. 
 
We treasured their clothes for years and wept over them. As a consolation we were given Teddy 
Bears. I remember they were German - all the best toys were made there. I still have Joey, who 
belonged to Sylvia and was acquired about the same time and passed on to Avice and Anthony 
in due course. 
 
Mine was called Bouncer and Joyce’s was called Bobber. We wore them out with loving. They 
were small but very appealing. Later we got larger ones but we did not love them so much. 
They were called Buzz and Tom. I think Joyce had still got Tom, sixty odd years on! 
 
Christmas was always a great occasion; we believed in Santa Claus for years and were awake 
and opening our stockings by five in the morning - little toys and sweets and an orange in the 
toe. In those days fruit was strictly seasonal and we only got oranges in the winter along with 
roast chestnuts (which we toasted on the bars of the nursery fire). Usually some member of the 
congregation gave us a turkey which I don’t think we could have afforded otherwise. 
 
We always used to have family prayers before breakfast. The maids came in and we all knelt by 
our chairs. They were not very long as we were rather young to wait for our porridge without 
fidgeting. Some years later they were discontinued because Mother used to giggle, egged on by 
the boys. I think everyone was relieved. We were never made to go to church more than once on 
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Sunday. Children’s service when young later graduating to matins or evensong. We never went 
to Sunday School - that was for the parishioners. 
 
Our greatest treat was to be taken out for carriage drives by members of the congregation. Mrs 
Fletcher, an architect’s wife, who was a dear friend of Mother’s used often to take us with her 
brood. Her great ambition was to keep pace with our family in numbers.  
 
Under Mrs Fletcher’s carriage there would be a pair of beautifully trained Dalmation dogs who 
would run behind and below the carriage wheels where-ever we went. 
 
The second daughter, Katherine was always sick on these drives, but she had to go just the same 
and a large towel was always carried for her use. Mrs Fletcher was a simple, motherly woman 
whose family was her life. We used to go to play in the garden, all dressed alike in blue 
overalls, so that we could make mud pies to our heart’s content and play with the rabbits and 
guinea pigs. 
 
At tea time nurse came and collected us, washed us and we went to have tea in the drawing 
room where Tom, the eldest son who suffered from a weak heart was usually tucked up on the 
corner of the sofa. He was a pallid child and not at all interesting to us, whereas Richard, the 
second son was dark and handsome and the favourite of all. 
 
Eventually there were eight of them as there were of us when Mrs Fletcher had a daughter, Jane. 
There were Maggie and Kittie, Tom and Richard - the intervening ones I have forgotten. Joyce 
and I were sometimes asked to go and play with Janet Bigg but we were terrified of both Mrs 
Bigg and the nurse and would go to any lengths to get out of it, and Mother had to make all 
sorts of excuses. In the end Mrs Bigg gave up asking us, much to our relief but Mother’s 
embarrassment. 
 
I don’t remember any motor cars in Salisbury in those days but there were many carriages, 
landaus, barouches and four wheelers (but I don’t think any Hansom cabs). We saw those on 
our visits to London to stay with our grandparents who were living in West End Lane in 
Hampstead. We used to take a four wheeler from Paddington and a ragged man would run all 
the way from the station to help unload the luggage - for which he got sixpence. 
 
In those days if anyone was gravely ill they were always treated at home and straw was laid in 
the street outside to deaden the noise of the traffic. 
 
The first time I can remember anything about motor cars was in 1911 when our great uncle, 
Bishop Nevill came for a visit from New Zealand and bought a car. He had a chauffeur called 
Fletcher, a very dour person who didn’t like children, and was afraid for his paint work. Before 
the Bishop bought the car Fletcher had been the groom looking after the horse and carriage, and 
had to learn to drive when the car arrived. 
 
We stayed with the Bishop and Aunt Linda in a house in Richmond not far from the river.  
 
My father was a fine oarsman and had rowed at Oxford for his college. He used to take me for 
rows on the Thames and I was very proud of his elegant style. He got his Blue for running at 
Oxford also and won a lot of cups in amateur athletics all over England. 
 
Some years later when we were at Hanney in Berkshire we went to see his old college, Lincoln - 
and the ‘scout’ who used to look after him was still there and remembered him. He (the scout) 
must have been a very old man by then. 
 
When we were at Richmond my father took me on the last horse-drawn bus which ran from 
Richmond to Hyde Park Corner. 
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In 1910 we were taken to Salisbury Plain to see the ‘Beta’, an early airship rather like the 
barrage balloons that were used in the Second World War. 
 
The big events I remember in Salisbury were Election Day and the Coronation of King George 
V. On Election Day we all wore large coloured rosettes: ours, of course were blue for the 
Conservatives - the Liberals wore red ones. The Conservative member was a Mr Locker-
Lampson. We put a big blue rosette on the pram too. 
 
The Coronation of George V was in 1911 and there was a big procession and rejoicing and 
fireworks. 
 
We used to go for walks every afternoon, one of our favourites was to the water meadows 
around Harnham. We picked kingcups and cuckoo flowers and wild orchids, and often took jam 
jars with string handles and fished in the shallows for minnows and caddis worms. We liked the 
caddis worms best, they looked so odd walking upright, trailing a straw and decorated with little 
shells and pebbles. 
 
We also used to go to Laverstock and Bemerton and further afield to Winterslow and the 
Winterbournes, but best of all was walking over the downs to Old Sarum, picking the buds off 
the hawthorn in spring - bread and cheese - or sorrel leaves and aloes later. 
 
There never seemed to be anyone at Old Sarum but ourselves and we had great fun tobogganing 
down the earthworks on the folded push-chair. On one never-to-be-forgotten occasion Joyce cut 
the tip of a little finger off on the pushchair and it was hanging on by a thread of skin. The 
nursemaid rushed us off to a nearby cottage and the old woman who lived there stuck it back 
again, put on some of her own salve and bandaged it up. It grew back quite successfully. 
 
We also used to collect caterpillars and keep them in shoe boxes till they turned into chrysalises 
but we usually forgot to leave the lid off and when the poor butterflies did hatch out they died. 
We gave that up because we were so sorry for the butterflies. 
 
We had a nursemaid in Salisbury who used to come and take ‘the babies’ out for walks in the 
afternoons. On one occasion she held John out over the train tracks from a railway bridge: 
goodness knows why - . One of Mother’s friends was passing in her carriage and saw this and 
told Mother at once. Needless to say the maid was dismissed instantly and sent packing. 
 
We had a ginger cat called Sandy Gingerina, but she had so many kittens that in the end she was 
given away to a farmer. We kept the Tom Kitten and he grew into a very handsome person. 
 
Joyce and I were always very close, the gap in our ages didn’t seem to matter. Partly this may 
have been for years we slept together in a double bed both in Salisbury and later in Hanney. The 
Salisbury bedroom was finished in a white enamel suite which we greatly admired and the bed 
had brass knobs on it.  
 
I used to tell Joyce long and complicated stories about life in a rich and noble family. I 
remember in the stories we always wore velvet dresses with lace collars. In the winter, of 
course, coats, mufflers, gaiters, gloves and woolly caps or bonnets were worn. Our own dresses 
were a good deal less elegant and many of them came from hampers of clothes sent by some 
charitable society to the families of poor clergymen. We didn’t resent this; we were delighted to 
get them. 
 
On one occasion in Salisbury bats got into our bedroom and there was great excitement and 
Daddy had to come and drive them out. We were afraid they would get into our hair and made a 
great commotion. 
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Daddy didn’t own a dressing gown and wore a white night shirt which we thought very odd in 
shape. 
 
We ourselves wore flanellette night-gowns. Our clothing altogether was much more elaborate 
than the present day, vests, liberty bodices with endless buttons, white frilly knickers with 
button holes to fasten on the liberty bodice, then a flannel petticoat followed by a white petticoat 
before the dress was finally reached. Also, of course, long black stockings attached to 
suspenders which hung from the aforementioned liberty bodice. 
 
We used to slide on a small pond in the winter in Hanney but never learned to skate: there was 
nowhere nearby to learn and frost and snow were not very usual in the Vale of the White Horse. 
 
We used to play games, sometime up in a tree house in the yew tree: there were pirates or there 
was a sultan in a tent and I used to dance for him. Always I told them stories just as I told my 
children and grandchildren many years later: they all loved to sit and listen to stories - adventure 
for the boys, animals, fairies and magic for the girls (to which the boys listened without making 
it obvious that they were). 
 
In Salisbury there was the lamplighter and the muffin man with his bell - even in 1937 the 
lamplighter came round Pembroke Square in London ! Then there was the man with the barrel 
organ with the monkey on top with his little tin for pennies and his sad, sad eyes. 
 
There was the German band, about six of them I think - I remember a fat man with a drum. We 
used to lean out of the nursery window and throw down pennies. A penny was a lot in those 
days. 
 
My most vivid memories are the peace of the Close and the cool depths of the Cathedral and in 
contrast the cosiness of St Thomas’s Church with the lovely ‘Doom’; on the arch between the 
nave and the chancel. I used to speculate on who among the people we knew would be guided 
by the angels up to Heaven where the Blessed Spirits and the Apostles sat round God on his 
rainbow: and who would be driven by the devils down to Hell with its flames ready waiting. I 
never expected that I myself or any of my family would be on that side, but I didn’t appreciate 
the fact that nobody had any clothes on and looked very cold - both the damned and the blessed! 
 
We never had a dog in England, though several in New Zealand. 
 
By 1910 I and my sister Joyce who was four years younger than me were going to the 
Godolphin School and we were living in the London Road as it was further from the river and 
supposed to be healthier being on higher ground. 
 
We used to go through a private right of way to cut the distance to school but on one occasion 
were dismayed by meeting a naked man; but as there were two of us he left us alone and 
pranced off - to our relief! 
 
I played, or tried to play lacrosse but not very well. Joyce was in the kindergarten: her teacher’s 
name was Miss Farbrother. The headmistress was a Miss M.A.Douglas - needless to say she 
was known as Mad. She was a very stern looking elderly woman with straight grey hair drawn 
back tightly into a small bun and always wore masculine looking pepper and salt suits with a 
plain white shirt, stiff collar and tie. Actually she was not as alarming as she looked though a 
great disciplinarian - and a summons to her study was alarming. 
 
The only time I ever went was to say good-bye to her when we went to West Hannay and I had 
to leave as my parents could not afford boarding fees. She gave me her photograph. 
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I still have my report from April 2nd 1912, when I was 9 yrs 8 months according to the report. 
 
This was Form 1 and I earned distinctions in reading, history, geography and arithmetic exams 
and in needlework! For English Literature I got ‘very good’ at both recitation and spelling, 
excellent for reading - writing was rather uncertain, French was promising, Greek good "but not 
always careful" and to my amazement now, "very good’ for arithmetic! Miss Douglas 
summarised: "Very much improved which pleases me much." 
 
 
CHAPTER 4  
 
WEST HANNEY. 
 
My mother who had many friends in Salisbury was sad to leave, but being a vicar’s wife was 
better financially than being a curate and by then my sister Sylvia was born. So my father 
accepted the living of East and West Hanney a pair of small villages in the Vale of the 
Whitehorse, Berkshire. 
 
West Hanney, ten miles or so from Wantage where King Alfred was born, was a pleasant 
village. East Hanney was also included and my father used to take services at Lyford and 
Denchworth, each a few miles distant. I remember my father being very interested by an almost 
intact Anglo Saxon ‘Solar’, or upstairs sitting room for ladies in a nearby house which we 
visited on Sunday. I often used to accompany him, being four years older than the next member 
of the family, Joyce. There were fields round West Hanney church in those days and in spring 
they were carpeted with cowslips. We used to make cowslip balls and play with them till they 
withered. We were taken for walks in the afternoon by our governess, Miss Smith, known as 
Miffy. 
 
Children’s parties were a great thrill and were very carefully arranged in those days. I remember 
one very exciting one at the Bishop’s Palace in Salisbury where we all wore fancy dress (hired 
for the occasion), and another given by Lady Wantage, where I did not know another soul and 
was miserable - but the tea was very good which made up for a lot! (But by then I was older and 
more critical!) 
 
We had a pleasant vicarage in West Hanney with a nice walled garden, fruit and vegetables and 
a lawn where we could play badminton. There were thick tall yew hedges, in one of which we 
built a tree house and in another made a cave in which we could hide. 
 
Wantage was too far away and there was no transport, so we had to have a governess - Miffy - 
who came from East Hendred nearby. However my father did a great deal of our - and 
especially my - education (as I was four years older than Joyce - by that time I was ten). I was 
learning French, German and Latin and studying the ancient Egyptians and the Mayas, Incas 
and Aztecs. This interest has been lifelong and I have much to thank my father for in awakening 
it so early, 
 
He also taught us to remember and recite poetry and we studied the plays of Shakespeare very 
thoroughly, more from the point of view of the poetry than from any other. This memory 
training has also proved very useful and after 80 or so years I can still remember most of the 
poems I learned then. 
 
Later on, when my father reproached me for reading Greek plays in translation, I replied that he 
had omitted to teach me Greek in early days and he readily took the blame. 
 
He never set any limits on our reading and his large library was always at our disposal. He 
always had his own study and much of our time was spent there reading. 
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We had a large carriage house with lofts above it attached to the Vicarage and my father 
decided to have some hens, white Leghorns and rear them on the intensive system. At some 
expense all this was arranged but, sad to say the local rats soon got to know about it and we had 
no eggs. So the hens were transferred to a large run in the garden where they were much happier 
and we got the eggs. It was my job to feed them every afternoon and I got quite fond of one or 
two, especially when we got some bantams. Their eggs were much prized. Miffy’s family, who 
were farmers, had a lot of guinea fowls, known as gillenies and used to bring us their speckled 
eggs for presents after she had visited her family. 
 
We had to make our own amusements and there was a flourishing dramatic society in the 
village, but we were not a musical family so our main resource was reading. I used to tell the 
younger children long stories, and we had a weekly magazine and played long and complicated 
dressing up games in the garden in fine weather. 
 
We never did lessons in the afternoon but were taken for walks in the many lanes and in the 
fields. There were two fields behind the old Norman church that were full of cowslips in spring 
and lovely primroses in the lanes, which were bordered with old elm trees and hedgerows full of 
birds. We were never allowed to collect their eggs. There were hedgehogs too and the 
occasional adder. 
 
Sometimes Joyce and I took our sewing to the fields and sat on a rug while the boys ran about. 
We had hoops too, wooden ones in graduated sizes according to age. Only the village boys had 
iron hoops. 
 
There was a forge in East Hanney and we used to stand and watch the smith. The smithy was 
near a very large old tree - an oak I think. 
 
When we went for walks, Philip - at that stage the youngest would fall further and further 
behind. We used to call him ‘Hanney to Wantage’ because he got so far behind - often 
plaintively calling "Wait for me!" 
 
There were lovely lanes, Barstables and Scouts Lane, leading nowhere but to farms and full of 
wild flowers - and the occasional adder drowsing in the sun. It was known as the Vale of the 
White Horse because the floods in the winters of the past used to flood the villages and they had 
to build the walkways about ten feet up 
 
My father sometimes took evening services at Lyford or Denchworth, nearby villages, and I 
used to walk there with him through the fields listening to the bells ringing for the evening 
service. At Lyford there was a very interesting old Saxon manor house with a solar intact. 
 
The church at West Hanney was Norman and while we were there my father discovered two old 
stone coffins buried in the garden which he arranged to be placed in the porch. There were some 
quite interesting brasses in the church and people used to come to take rubbings; but too many 
rubbings are not good for the brasses and this was rather discouraged. The East Hanney church 
was small and modern and of no interest. There was a good peal of bells at West Hanney but the 
practice nights were not popular with us as we were directly opposite the church. The original 
rectory was just across the road on our right. It was a large and beautiful Queen Anne house 
with a huge garden. In the middle of the lawn was an enormous mulberry tree. We were friendly 
with the Craddock children who lived there. Mr Cradock was a gentleman farmer and a keen 
huntsman and the meet was often held on the village green which was directly behind the back 
wall of our garden. We grew peaches and apricots on that wall and strawberries and raspberries 
in the garden and a grove of artichokes where one could hide if small enough. 
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When we first went there we had a garden boy called Bert Belcher who eventually left to 
become an agricultural labourer. We then had a much younger boy called Reggie who didn’t 
know much about gardening but could at least cut the lawn and keep the box hedges in order. 
 
We used to find thousands of snails in the box hedges and were paid a penny each for a large 
jam-jar-full drowned in salt water. 
 
We each had a penny every Saturday for pocket money and used to proceed with some 
ceremony to the little village shop where Joyce and I carefully laid out our wealth by farthings. 
One farthing for a poke of sweets, one for a very small doll with a china face and hands and 
long golden hair, one for a piece of gilded doll’s furniture, one for a small stick of chocolate. 
This took a considerable time. There were also even smaller dolls which Joyce used to dress in 
little gingham dresses and plait their hair. These were our orphans: we had recently been reading 
an American book about a girl brought up in an orphanage, called, I think ‘Daddy Long Legs’  
 
These orphans became quite a feature of our lives and had many adventures. She kept them for 
years and all her old friends still remember them as, when we finally left Hanney for New 
Zealand she took them all with her. 
 
The boys, of course played with soldiers and laid out their pennies on military things. Our teddy 
bears were a family in themselves : we had two each, a large and a small one. I had a box of 
very nice German bricks which I treasured, they were very finely made. They were stolen when 
I lost a trunk en route to England in 1937- my beloved scrap book also went. 
 
The farmers were very good to us and we got many gifts of vegetables, game, rabbits etc. - 
especially at Christmas. We were especially friendly with the miller, Mr Dandridge whose mill 
was some distance outside the village. A visit there was a great treat and we watched the great 
wheel in fascination for ages. He had two very pretty daughters, Sophie and Susie, one fair, one 
dark. Sophie was expected to make a good match as she was a pleasant and well educated girl: 
whether she eventually did I never knew. 
 
In East Hanney we had friends called Holmes who lived in a very beautiful old black and white 
house. They had two sons who were very keen on flying, Fred and Jack. Both eventually joined 
the air force when war broke out in 1914 and later I believe came back and ran a flying circus. 
We left Hanney in 1915. 
 
I remember the night there was a zeppelin raid on West Hartlepool. Although we were hundreds 
of miles away we went out, gazed into the sky imagining we could see flashes of gunfire! 
 
There were a good many interesting old farm houses in the district - some had once been manor 
houses but I only remember them rather dimly. What I do remember is a speculative builder 
called Barratt who had put up a lot of horrid little red brick houses that didn’t fit in with the rest 
of the village at all. He had even dared to put one on the village green and that quite spoiled the 
look of it and he was very unpopular. He was not a native of Berkshire and was never accepted. 
However this country prejudice was not nearly as strong as, for instance, that in Cornwall or 
even Devon and Dorset, nor was the regional accent so pronounced. Even during the Second 
World War years it was difficult for ‘foreigners’ to understand the accent of Devon fishermen. 
 
We all had the usual childish ailments and in one way luckily I suppose we got them all together 
so that one of the bedrooms could be turned into a sort of hospital ward and we could all be 
nursed together. We never had scarlet fever but measles and German measles - and bad colds 
were common. I can remember hoping to catch measles to avoid lessons but when I did so was 
sorry as it was so hot and uncomfortable. Chicken pox ran through the family I remember and 
the agony of not being able to scratch because it would leave a permanent mark. They tied our 
hands up in muslin bags. It didn’t matter so much for the boys but Joyce and I were very 
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concerned about our future looks. we had already been told by Daddy that there was no hope of 
our ever being as pretty as our mother and this was very discouraging for us, although we 
accepted it quite readily as it seemed pretty obvious to ourselves. 
 
I had straight dark hair but Joyce’s was golden and grew in long curls and I envied it very much. 
But our looks were not really a matter of much concern to us: children were not encouraged to 
be vain. We were fortunate that we were encouraged to talk sensibly and join in conversation 
with our parents. We always had breakfast with them and went to the drawing room for 
afternoon tea unless there were several visitors. Other meals we had in the school room with our 
governess or the nurse. 
 
Whooping cough was the worst epidemic. I can remember it lasted such ages and was so painful 
and noisy. The day we were all said to be recovered we were taken out to a strawberry tea and 
were dreadfully sick after it - an awful waste, we thought. 
 
My youngest brother, Hilary was born in the shadow of Portland Bill. At the time Daddy didn’t 
have his own parish and was acting as a ‘locum’. We had an old coast-guard’s cottage 
overlooking the Bill, and Hilary was born there. 
 
The nurses used to be called ‘monthly nurses’ and for some reason we called this midwife 
"Old.....?" John and Philip decided to give her a bunch of flowers but they sprinkled it liberally 
with pepper.... 
 
The Royal Navy ships sometimes sheltered in the lee of the Bill in stormy weather. One time we 
children found a cannon ball from Nelson’s day on the beach. It was very heavy, but we found 
an old sack and dragged it up the cliff as a trophy. 
 
This was before we went to live in Salisbury.  
 
The only nice brother was Hilary, he was good tempered, jolly and fat with golden hair and a 
sunny disposition. 
 
Sometimes though he could be naughty too. On one occasion when I think he would have been 
about six he took a pocket full of worms to school. He sat at a desk behind a little girl with long 
golden ‘sausage’ curls (for which she probably had to go to bed in curlers or rags). Hilary 
popped some of the worms into her ringlets, and the little girl had hysterics: and Hilary got into 
trouble. When he grew up in New Zealand he had a lovely Alsatian dog called Duke and was a 
keen outdoor man. 
 
 
CHAPTER FIVE 
 
TO NEW ZEALAND. 
 
The reason we were taken to New Zealand was that the Bishop was getting old and wanted to 
see his adopted family before he died. He wrote and asked my father to bring us and offered him 
the living of the new Saint Paul’s Cathedral in Dunedin. 
 
My father replied that he couldn’t possibly afford the fares on his small stipend as a country 
vicar. The Bishop replied that he would pay all our fares and that unless we did what he wanted 
he would cut my father out of his will. My poor father had little choice as he had nothing to 
leave us himself, although New Zealand was the last place in the world he wanted to live in - 
out of reach of the British Museum Reading Room and the Record Office and all his learned 
friends in the Society of Antiquaries and other societies of the kind. 
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So in 1915 we set sail for New Zealand in the R.M.S. Rotorua. 
 
Captain Sutcliffe was in command , first officer Somers-Vine (to whom I was devoted) and 
second officer Upton. I can’t remember the others. 
 
Our party was my parents, seven children, Miffy the Governess and a lady help. We travelled 
second class and got a steerage passenger to act as nursemaid. It was just as well as poor Mother 
was seasick the entire eight weeks and was only able to get up from her bunk when we stopped 
for a day at Tenerife and a week at Capetown. This was because the German raider Emden was 
busy in the South Atlantic. We stayed on the ship but made various expeditions to points of 
interest such as Simonstown. It was very cold and windy, when we went to the beach our legs 
were stung by the sand. I remember the flower market in Adderley Street and going to the 
Museum but very little else. 
 
My sister Joan was only six months old, and I well remember sitting on the cabin floor mixing 
Horlicks Malted Milk for her, while a storm raged outside and both Mother, Miffy, her cousin, 
the lady help and I suppose also the nursemaid were prostrated. I wished I could push Joan out 
of the port hole but thought it would not be a popular move. Daddy didn’t turn a hair, but he 
was not of much practical use, so the onus was on me as the eldest. I should have preferred to be 
on deck! 
 
We children had a high old time and were popular with the officers, especially Somers-Vine, the 
first officer, for whom I cherished a romantic passion. (so did Miffy but it did not avail her - she 
suffered from B.O. in an extreme form.) 
 
I still have an onyx heart with a magnet inset which he gave me and he used to come and visit 
us every time the Rotorua came to Port Chalmers. 
 
It was a rather awful voyage, with the Emden rushing about the Pacific and violent storms in the 
Bay of Biscay and the great Australian Bight.  
 
When we neared Australia we struck a violent storm and the ship appeared to be climbing great 
hills of water and rushing down the other side. We children found this very exciting. The fiddles 
were out on the tables but even so things used to slide about all over the place. 
 
There were only three other children on board, one little boy called Frankie with his mother who 
was a widow, and two boys Wolf and Rudolf Penseler who were going to join their father in 
New Zealand. He was German Consul in Auckland, their mother was English. The boys were 
both accomplished violinists and later came to Dunedin, where we lived, to attend University 
there and we saw a great deal of them. Wolf, known as Snips came to a sad end.  
 
In the Second World War he was an engineer and went with his wife to Malaysia. He sent her 
away as he thought to safety and the ship she travelled on was sunk with all hands. He was 
captured and died in a prison camp starved to death by the Japanese. Poor Rudolph who had 
stayed in New Zealand became insane and surrounded himself with barbed wire and savage 
dogs. However this all happened much later. In 1915 we were still in the first World war. We 
had a very jolly time on the ship. 
 
We were relieved to arrive in Auckland, but had to proceed to Dunedin by a horrible little 
coastal steamer run by Huddart Parker. It smelt of bananas and petrol from cars it was carrying 
and as we passed the windows of the galley we could see the cook putting the food on the plates 
with his hands. Mother felt worse than ever. The doctor on the Rotorua had been thankful to get 
her safely to New Zealand, she had been so ill, but this set her back again. Luckily it was only 
for a few days and the weather not as bad.  
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In Poverty Bay we were interested seeing people being hoisted from a large basket into a boat 
when they went ashore. 
 
The voyage from Auckland had taken a week and at the end of it poor little mother was 
comatose and praying to die. Luckily we reached Dunedin and a peaceful progress up the 
harbour which gave her time to recover slightly before facing Dunedin and a completely new 
life and largely unknown relatives.  
 
My father never really settled in Dunedin, nor did my mother and they had to contend with a lot 
of anti-Anglican feeling in a largely Presbyterian city and the fact that the Bishop had made 
enemies because of his forthright views - especially on prohibition. Also the Bishop was not 
popular owing to some misunderstanding about who ought to be Bishop and the subsequent 
death of the old incumbent of St Paul’s which was blamed on the Bishop. 
 
After a time Daddy overcame a lot of this and his preaching was much appreciated, but his vast 
learning was never valued at its true worth. 
 
He spent some years researching into the origins of European place names used in New Zealand 
but he could never afford to have the material published and it still languishes in the Hocken 
Library. 
 
Mother worked very hard running the Ladies Guild and similar Parish activities. 
 
In Dunedin my youngest sibling, Mary was born. 
 
We had very little money as Anglican clergy were very poorly paid. Many people thought the 
Bishop helped us financially but he never did, although a rich man with a large estate (and his 
own dairy herd). When my sister Sylvia was very ill for three years and needed help and extra 
food he wouldn’t even give us cream though Mother put her pride in her pocket and begged for 
it. 
 
We had mostly cast-off clothing and the parishioners being townsfolk didn’t help the parson as 
they did in English villages with game and vegetables. We had to live very simply, mostly off 
stewing beef, but we did have a joint on Sundays - and looked forward to it. We had thirteen or 
fourteen people to feed for Sunday lunch including the curate: and the same for afternoon tea. 
 
Supper was boiled eggs and bread and butter. 
 
My father was very unhappy as his historical hobbies were impossible to follow and he suffered 
from the prejudice of the largely Presbyterian city. 
 
Life for us became just school, holidays at Brighton or Waitati or Waikouwaiti - a far cry from 
the age-old village life of rural England. It was a change we found it difficult to adjust to - the 
other children at school jeered at us as ‘pommies’ and at John and Philip because they were 
dressed in sailor suits instead of grey shorts and jerseys. I think I have disliked New Zealand 
ever since in my deepest heart because they rejected us and we felt it wasn’t fair!  
 
We lived in Dunedin for twenty years and gradually got used to its way of life. At least it was a 
university town and there was a certain striving for excellence in fields such as medicine, 
mining and dentistry. The arts came a very poor second. Practical things were more important. 
 
My father used to send once a year for a new suit to Purnell Phipps and Purnell of Oxford. The 
same size and style as he had always worn - with high lapels and made in ‘pepper and salt’ 
tweed. On one occasion they wrote to congratulate him on the facts that his measurements had 
not changed at all since 1883 (this was in 1916 or 1917) - so all his rowing, running and 
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swimming had not resulted in any accumulation of fat: but then of course his diet was always 
spare and simple: we could never afford anything else! 
 
So we were assimilated into New Zealand life. For a while we had a general servant and a cook. 
One of the latter, a Mrs Grey, turned out to have been released from a mental home and burnt 
the maid’s apron in the stove and threatened her with a carving knife. My poor father had to go 
and soothe her down while we were sequestered upstairs until the police came. 
 
While we were still at school we all used to do our homework in my father’s study sitting round 
a large table. Daddy sat in his Morris chair with a clay pipe: any questions we had he could 
always answer and at our school, St Hilda’s whenever the teachers were at a loss they would ask 
us to go home and ask our father the answer. 
 
He had an encyclopaedic knowledge of European and English history and could tell us off-hand 
all the complications of the German royal families and their marriages and inter-relations: a 
fascinating study. I have since enjoyed reading various memoirs which however didn’t explain 
it all as clearly as he did. 
 
He had a very poor opinion of the origins of the British Royal family - petty princelings who 
hardly rated as royalty at all. 
 
To a man descended from a half-brother of William of Normandy and also related to the Saxon 
nobility, this was to be a ‘nouveau riche’ - a breed he considered beneath contempt. In his time 
these things were very important and his first question about anybody was ‘who is he?’ 
 
This attitude is now termed snobbism but perhaps the question of breeding is important, though 
the idea of ‘noblesse oblige’ has long gone to the dust heap, to no improvement noticeable in 
the species. 
 
St Hildas was run by the Kilburn sisters who had been brought out from England by the Bishop 
to run the school. The Head was Sister Ethelien, another adopted child of the Bishop’s who had 
been brought up with my father and his brother and sister. As a girl she was a tell-tale and 
always got the boys into trouble. So she and my father were not great buddies: he always 
referred to her as 'Ethel'’ which of course was her real name. Her parents had been missionaries 
in China and she was not related to us by blood. 
 
When we went to Dunedin where my father, now Canon Nevill, was the first vicar and Sub-
Dean of the new Cathedral consecrated by our great uncle Bishop Nevill, we were housed in a 
horrible little dirty pink house behind the Cathedral, subsequently pulled down. Fortunately it 
had quite a lot of rooms which were needed for seven children, Mother, Daddy, Miffy and the 
‘Lady Help’ - both of whom were brought out from England at Uncle’s expense. 
 
HERIOT ROW 
 
After the old vicarage was pulled down the Chapter bought us another much more commodious 
old house in Heriot Row. It was two storied with Victorian lace work iron and a big upstairs 
balcony and eight bedrooms.  
 
It was just down the road from St Hilda’s School where we girls went and we were a lot more 
comfortable there. 
 
I was never much good at maths - trigonometry I could do, but algebra was always a mystery to 
me. Because of this weakness I had difficulty getting matric, which delayed my getting to 
University by a year while one of the St Hilda’s teachers gave me private coaching in 
mathematics. 
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When I grew up and left school my mother went to great lengths to see that I was as nicely 
dressed as the other girls at the University dances: - she spent hours sewing and cutting out and 
produced charming frocks in the latest styles from the Ladies Home Journal, which we got from 
the local library. 
 
When I got to University I did first year medicine and passed quite easily at the end of the first 
year. I wanted to be a doctor, but my father realised that he would not be able to pay my fees 
through medical school and also support all the other seven children, so he advised me to settle 
for an M.A. I then did a year or so of Anthropology and was supposed to go to the Chatham 
Islands to interview and record the memoirs of the last Moriori there, but all that fell through 
when I married Bunny and ‘dropped out’ of University. For some time I continued to review 
books on anthropology ( the only title I can remember reviewing was Argonauts of the Western 
Pacific) for my professor, who was very bitterly disappointed when I gave up the course 
because I was his star pupil. 
 
I graduated top in anthropology not only in New Zealand but in the whole Pacific which came 
under the one faculty. 
 
At University I had quite a selection of admirers - unfortunately not all of the right 
denomination for an Anglican vicars daughter! 
 
One was a Jew, one a Roman Catholic, one a medical student from a well off Christchurch 
family (my favourite). We were a happy crowd with no appreciation of life as serious at that 
stage and the big excitements were the yearly balls given by the various faculties of the 
University.  
 
 
CHAPTER SIX 
 
MARRIAGE - DUNEDIN. 
 
I was married to Frederick Stanley Arthur on the third of October 1923 in a Registry Office. 
 
We thought it would be very romantic to get married secretly, which we did - going through the 
civil ceremony but continuing to live with our respective families. When the families found out 
there was something of an uproar and we ended up having to have a second full scale church 
wedding in the cathedral to appease my father (and conducted by him).  
 
The fact that Bunny was from a Presbyterian family was not entirely welcome to the family, 
although in fact I had had several admirers who were equally unsuitable on religious grounds: - 
Frank Hallenstein one of a leading family in Dunedin’s Jewish community and Charlie Todd 
whose family were Catholic. He was a keen fisherman and used to bring us fish and present 
them to my father: in the hope, perhaps, that this would soften my father’s attitude to my 
marrying a Catholic.  
 
Bunny and I had met at a dance while the family were staying on holiday at the beach at 
Brighton. Bunny asked me to go for a swim with him the next day, not mentioning that he 
couldn’t swim very well. 
 
We swam out some way and he got into difficulties: I tried to support him, but decided it would 
be better to go ashore for help. The life savers rushed out to rescue him - I don’t think they had 
had much to do for a while, and gave him artificial respiration on the beach. He complained that 
he would have been better off without the lung full of sand he felt he ended up with. 
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From then on the romance blossomed - I think I took a bit of a proprietary interest in him as I 
felt I had kept him alive, and we went out together for quite a while before we got married. 
 
We were very young and our first home was an extremely small flat in High Street, Dunedin. I 
thought I would never get used to the noise of the cable cars going up and down but after a 
while one never even heard it. We were very happy there but after a while began to feel a bit 
cramped and moved up to Kenmure Road in Mornington. I was used to vicarages with a lot of 
space, although the family’s first New Zealand home in Stuart Street behind the Cathedral was 
almost a ruin! The house in Kenmure Road was a pretty little place with a charming garden. It 
had a beautiful black heart cherry tree and lilacs and wonderful beds of deep purple violets and 
masses of pink geranium and pink daisy bushes. 
 
We grew delphiniums in the front garden and lots of antirhinnums. It was our first real home 
and we loved it. But it was some time before I could really enjoy it. 
 
I was pregnant when we first moved in and I couldn’t cope with the housework combined with 
the pregnancy. When Avice was born I was very ill indeed and in fact nearly died. 
 
I went to a nursing home that was highly thought of but was subsequently closed because so 
many mothers who went there became ill. One of the McKenzie family DID die. 
 
I was taken away in a great hurry and put into Dunedin Hospital where I lay dangerously ill for 
some weeks. As I lay in the nursing home a few days before I felt a coldness deep inside me and 
I knew that I was very ill. I heard far away music and a hand seemed to be held out to me: 
someone seemed to be asking if I wanted to stay with the baby and I wanted to go to it but I 
thought - my baby needs me I must not go. She was very beautiful and grew up to be lovely girl. 
So I wrenched myself back from that other place however tempting it seemed at the time. 
 
In the nursing home when Avice was being born I was in labour for about 48 hours and I was 
haemorrhaging badly post partium. Dr Batchelor who was the fashionable doctor at the time sat 
on the bed saying "I don’t know what to do" - I had to tell him to get some ice to stop the 
bleeding 
 
I had wonderful help at the Dunedin hospital, five doctors, some of whom I had known at 
University cared for me very well and I gradually recovered - although it was a long time before 
I felt really well again. 
 
I still remember the huge arbutus tree loaded with its strawberry like fruits outside the nursing 
home window. I used to lie there listening to the distant lovely music that seemed to come from 
another world - I have never heard it again but can still faintly remember it. 
 
At last I was able to go back to Kenmure Road but by then Avice was six months old and the 
poor house was looking sad and neglected. But by and by it all came right and we lived there for 
about ten years. 
 
In Kenmure Road we had a Red Setter called Kerry who was a beautiful dog, but had some bad 
habits. 
 
On one occasion I was having a tea party and had laid all the sandwiches and cakes on a trolley 
in preparation. Kerry got into the kitchen and scoffed the lot! 
 
On other occasions he used to go scavenging round the neighbourhood and come back with 
shoes, galoshes or Wellington boots which he would deposit on the back doorstep. We rarely 
knew where they came from and had difficulties in returning them! At other times he would 
stand outside the local dairy and as children came out with ice-creams, he would grab the ice 
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cream out of the cone and leave the unfortunate child with just a cone. Eventually the local 
policeman came round with a complaint about it! 
 
Sometimes he pulled other people’s washing off their clothes lines and brought it home and 
deposited it on our porch as a donation to us! 
 
Once he was playing with Avice and got over excited and bit her on the face - surely by mistake 
- but made a nasty gash. She still has a trace of the scar. 
 
Eventually he had to be sent up to a sheep station in the back country and we replaced him with 
a fox terrier, who was a dear little dog and rather better behaved. When we left for England we 
had to give him away. 
 
We also had a succession of cats. There was Niggerbub, Pootleberry, Hard Boiled Ginge, White 
Lallie and Speckled. Most of them were strays except Pootleberry the beloved grey and white 
half Persian who slept in Avice’s bed with his paws round her neck until she was asleep when 
she would be removed by Mummy (much to Pootleberry’s annoyance). 
 
We had some other inhabitants of the house, but they were not visible. There was Miss Buzzer, 
a friend of Avice’s who was minute and seemed always to be sitting on the chair one wanted. I 
was told she died of measles. Then Anthony had Uncle Dinkpump, a rather terrifying character 
with thousands of children, and the Woos who were known to lurk under stairs and had all their 
organs such as eyes and noses in the wrong places, such as eyes on the top of their heads. They 
were green. I hoped never to meet one but Anthony seemed quite familiar with them and not at 
all frightened. Anthony as he grew up didn’t always behave very well and on one occasion 
when we had a kitten he managed to run over it on the front path with his tricycle and came 
back into the kitchen (this at about age three) bluffing it out and saying "Well, that’s got rid of 
him!" 
 
He also used to stand at the gate of Kenmure Road and practice throwing stones at passing cars. 
He always used to miss but one day he had worked out that if he threw the stone - or in this case 
a lump of wood - before the car actually arrived he had a better chance of hitting it. The lump of 
wood went straight through the cellophane window of the car which was being driven, I think, 
by a Chinaman with a small child beside him. The Chinaman chased Anthony round and round 
the house and Anthony barely escaped with his life! 
 
On another occasion he got hold of an axe and practised chopping down trees, but on the house 
drain pipes, not on a tree. Bunny was furious when he got home and Anthony shinned right up 
to the top of a large Macrocarpa hedge at the bottom of the garden where he couldn’t be 
followed by an adult: and stayed there until Bunny had cooled down a little! 
 
At this stage the rest off the family were living in Lisburn House in Caversham. We used to go 
for Sunday lunch alternate weeks to one or the other family (Bunny’s or mine). Bunny’s family 
lived about three miles away up the North East valley and before we had a car it was a long was 
to push the children in their push-chairs! We used to go there for Sunday lunch on alternate 
week-ends, the intervening weekends with my family.  
 
Lisburn House was a large old place that had been built by the Fulton farming family from Taeri 
as a town house. In those days it had a large garden with stables and a well and a sunken garden 
with a pergola round it. Anthony can still remember walking round the garden with Avice 
reciting "Old King Cole was a merry old soul" - and also helping the gardener sweeping up the 
leaves in the front drive which has long since been turned into a ‘residential close’ with half a 
dozen modern houses. 
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Anthony and I went back in 1997 and stayed there: the house has now become an up-market 
‘homestay’, with four poster beds, sherry in the living room and lovely linen! 
 
Lunch at Lisburn House used to be a major affair with anything from ten to twenty people 
sitting at the table including curates, visitors etc. Mary had a nasty habit of putting any food she 
didn’t want on a ledge under the table: this was most unpopular when it was discovered. 
 
On another occasion I took Mary up to Walter Peak - I can’t remember why but she must have 
been quite young and it was presumably before I was married. She wasn’t very pleased to be 
there and was found under the old homestead with a box of matches trying to set fire to the 
place! 
 
Our first motor car was an ‘old banger’ - I think it was a Citroen. I remember once we were 
driving up the Mornington hill with masses of friends inside and hanging onto the outside of the 
car: the police stopped us and gave us a telling off. 
 
Later we got a nice little Austin which was rather more modern and English, which Bunny was 
very proud of. 
 
 
CHAPTER SEVEN 
 
ENGLAND - PEMBROKE SQUARE. 
 
Then came the move back to England. 
 
Bunny had by this time become the wool manager for Dalgetys Stock and Station agents in 
Dunedin. In this capacity he also did some auctioneering and of course got to know the New 
Zealand wool trade very well. He also had a very wide acquaintance among farmers who held 
him in high regard. His successor as wool manager was Hugh Ramsay, who always admired the 
reports that Bunny had written and modelled himself (and his wool reports) on Bunny’s style. 
When Anthony came to Dunedin in 1956 as part of his wool training, Hugh Ramsay sat him 
down in the office and made him read all his father’s reports on the wool situation from the 
1930s! 
 
Somebody suggested that Bunny should apply for the job of representing New Zealand on the 
newly formed International Wool Secretariat, and rather to his own amazement he got the job 
after going for interviews in Wellington. 
 
This meant that we had to up-root ourselves from Dunedin, leave our families and head back to 
London and a big new exciting job. 
 
After a round of farewell parties we set sail in the ‘Arawa’ which went via Panama and then 
direct to London. 
 
On the way the ship called at Pitcairn Island and the Islanders came out in little boats to sell us 
baskets and hats. There was a little swimming pool on board and we had a lot of fun in that. 
Unfortunately Anthony got a terrible ear-ache and for a while the doctor who was only recently 
qualified and making his way to England as a temporary ship’s doctor -thought it was a mastoid, 
which would have needed an operation: which he was quite definite that he could not do. 
However in the end it seemed to clear up, although while he was sick Anthony’s yells of agony 
could be heard over most of the ship. On one occasion the Captain sent a messenger to instruct 
the steward to shut that noisy child up! 
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Anthony later made friends with the ‘deck sailor’ who made up a rather splendid pirate’s outfit 
for him for the fancy dress party - including a wooden sword and a beard drawn on with burnt 
cork.  
 
We went through the Panama Canal and Gatun Lock, which was a dramatic experience, then 
had a night out on the town in the city of Panama. In the North Atlantic the weather was a lot 
rougher than it had been in the Pacific and for a couple of days we had a tremendous storm: 
luckily by that time we all had our sea legs and none of us were worried by it. There was an 
entire football team on the boat going for an overseas tour so there was no shortage of lively 
company. Some of the passengers remained friends and used to visit us in London. 
 
When we arrived we stayed at a hotel in the Cromwell Road while we looked around for 
somewhere more permanent to live. 
 
We were invited for Christmas by Babs and Jack Gilbey, who were in the London wool trade, 
and who became life-long friends. We first rented a house in Edwardes Square in very elegant 
Kensington.  
 
It was a nice house and the children could play in the big secluded gardens of the Square 
opposite to which all the residents had keys. A slight drawback was that the gardeners, 
especially one ferocious one, were not too keen on children and were always chivvying them to 
do this or not do that! We decided it would be nicer to have somewhere with a larger garden and 
more freedom. 
 
I was lucky to find the ideal house with a huge secluded garden at 28 Pembroke Square just next 
to Edwardes Square past the Scarsdale Arms which was already our local handy pub.  
 
The Pembroke Square house was a typical Kensington terrace house on four floors, with maid’s 
room and kitchen in the basement, living and dining room all in one on the ground floor, 
bathroom on the first half landing and four bedrooms above so we just fitted in nicely. But the 
great joy was the garden. 
 
You either walked straight down a corridor from the front door and down a few steps to the 
garden level and out of the garden door or up half a dozen steps from the kitchen to reach it. 
Then there was about ten yards of narrow garden, the same width as the house with a big rose-
bed running all the way to a weeping ash tree. There was wisteria growing all up the back of the 
house and along the walls and purple flags and lilies of the valley in profusion. When you 
reached the ash tree you went past it and the main garden opened out right and left. About ten 
other gardens of other houses in the square all backed onto our large garden. The square was 
built in Napoleonic times and perhaps the ‘developer’ lived in our house. 
 
There was a story that he had been a supporter of Napoleon and thinking the French would win 
the war built Pembroke Square and Edwardes Square next to it to accommodate the French 
officers of a supposed army of occupation! 
 
Our garden took up nearly the whole end of the square and it had once been even longer. There 
was a tennis lawn and huge old walnut trees with bluebells growing under them, laburnums, 
cherries, lilac, philadelphus and japonica all along the walls. At the opposite end of the garden 
was the kitchen garden and a big vine and there were Kentish cherries trained along the wall. 
There were asparagus beds and it was the most delicious asparagus I have ever tasted. We grew 
strawberries, raspberries, red and black currants and gooseberries. There were espalier apples, 
big green cookers and comice pears which were marvellous to eat and weighed about a pound 
each. To live within a few hundred yards of Kensington High Street and have that space and 
freedom was paradise and we had it for forty years and bought the children up there.  
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We were well served for drinking places as in addition to the Scarsdale Arms there was another, 
called the Pembroke Arms, on the corner of the Square and Earl’s Court Road. Later they 
changed the name of the Pembroke Arms to ‘The Hansom Cab’ and installed a complete large 
hansom on the roof! But the Scarsdale had the advantage of a large front courtyard where you 
could sit and drink outside in the summer and it was very popular with young people with 
families on Sunday morning. The Scarsdale sold a very strong cider called Merridew. 
Eventually they had to stop selling it as it was much too potent. 
 
Avice was married and had her reception in a marquee in the garden at Pembroke Square. We 
had a well established firm called ‘Edgingtons’ to erect the marquee. I was very amused by their 
representative who didn’t think, apparently, I was sufficiently impressed by his expertise and 
said "You do realise, Madam, don’t you, that Edgingtons supplied the tents for the Field of the 
Cloth of Gold?" I was somewhat stunned by this and it took me some time to rally! 
 
One of the best things about Pembroke Square was dear old Roberts the gardener. He came with 
the house. He had been working in that garden for forty years and continued till he died coming 
every day for a minute wage. In 1937 we paid him £1 a week. In the winter he carried coals and 
helped in the house. I gave him a hot lunch every day. He was completely devoted to the garden 
and would tell many stories of the occupants of the house and others in the square over the 
years. 
 
The only difficulty was that he didn’t like anyone picking the flowers and would growl: "Who’s 
been up to mischief in my garden?" He lived with his sister in Child’s Place off Earls Court 
Road and kept pigeons and rabbits in his tiny back yard. 
 
We had huge delphiniums and masses of hollyhocks and dahlias and a trellis covered with 
roses. 
 
We used to have parties in the summer and once we had a dance for Avice and all danced on the 
lawn to the music of the gramophone. 
 
During the war we were away in Yorkshire part of the time but returned frequently to keep an 
eye on Roberts and the house. 
 
He was well over seventy at that time but was a regular fire watcher. One of the slogans at the 
time was "Dig for Victory" encouraging everyone to produce as much food at home as possible 
and the lawn was turned into a large vegetable patch - mostly onions - and Roberts used to have 
a bonfire which he had to dowse at night because of the blackout. One morning he came in with 
great glee holding the remains of an incendiary bomb which had fallen plumb in the middle of 
the wet heap. "That did for he!" he remarked with a grin. 
 
Later on, when the V1s were falling he was at one end of the garden and saw one coming very 
low straight towards where he was standing, so he turned and ran to the other end of the garden: 
"Dang it, if it didn’t turn round and follow me" he said. This U-turn was a usual manoeuvre of 
V1s. It swept over the chimney pots and landed on the corner of Earls Court Road and the High 
Street, almost completely demolishing Lyons tea shop and killing two hundred people. "Just like 
a morgue, the street was" said Roberts- " There they were, all laid out on the pavement like 
kippers" It would have been much better if it had fallen on our garden.  
 
Another time, during an earlier bomb attack, a stick fell over Pembroke Square completely 
demolishing two houses two doors from us and cracking our house from top to bottom and 
damaging the bathroom of our house. The old lady in one of the destroyed houses sheltered 
under her grand piano with her maid and they were both rescued unhurt. In the neighbouring 
house the old lady who owned it used to alternate with a friend nearby in using their houses to 
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sleep in. That night her friend persuaded her not to stay in Pembroke Square as she had a 
premonition it would be hit. 
 
The space where the two houses which were destroyed had been was turned into an emergency 
water tank to provide water for the fire service for any future emergencies - although I don’t 
think it ever had to be used for that. 
 
The third bomb fell on Captain Oates-Jones’ goldfish pond which was never seen again (or the 
poor goldfish): it also blew his garden roller up into one of our walnut trees. It was very difficult 
to get it down again and he let us keep it as the job of getting it back over the eight foot wall 
was too much . Captain Oates Jones was our neighbour at the vegetable garden end of the 
garden. He had five cats - one was called Derry and another Toms and he had trained them to 
salute and bow when he proposed the loyal toast after dinner. 
 
Roberts used to keep rabbits in his little back yard in Child’s Place and during the war we let 
him keep a few in our garden too. He sold them to hospitals for meat. He said they served it up 
as chicken as it was very white meat they may well have done so. He was ill for a few weeks 
and I had to feed the rabbits: There were only a few to start with but they produced nineteen 
young. It was quite a job feeding them trailing round the local greengrocers to beg for cabbage 
leaves, carrot tops. However I was proudly able to report that I hadn’t lost a rabbit while he was 
absent. 
 
The most notable thing about Pembroke Square was that we had a resident ghost. We 
nicknamed it Polty and got quite used to its presence. It was a friendly ghost and liked company. 
Nobody ever saw it except one friend who came to stay and saw something whisk into a 
cupboard - but plenty of people heard it including lots of visitors. It was a little hard to explain 
to some. It’s favourite things were tramping up and down the stairs pretending to open and close 
doors, including the front one, banging on the bathroom door and rustling non-existent paper 
behind you if you were sitting quietly reading. One night it came and sat on my bed, I heard the 
springs creak and felt a weight near my feet, but nobody was visible. It was a comforting ghost - 
I had been feeling very depressed at the time.  
 
Soon after the war I wrote an account called ‘The Story of Polty’, and this is it.- 
 
During the first few months of the war I was living in 28 Pembroke Square with my two 
younger sisters Sylvia and Joan. The house was on four floors - one a basement. Sylvia and I 
slept in the first floor bedroom, Joan in the one above us. At that time we were supposed to 
always carry our gas masks and keep them by our beds with a small suitcase containing money, 
jewellery, clothes etc. ready for evacuation. The youngest of the three of us was well over 
twenty. 
 
Night after night we had to get up and search the house because we heard heavy footsteps which 
came from the top floor and went right down into the basement, but there was no sign of a 
human being, no doors were open - no sign of any disturbance. Eventually we got so used to it 
that we just lay in bed and listened and called our nocturnal visitor 'Polty'’. Later he got into the 
habit of seeming to open and shut the front door which was locked, bolted and chained and 
remained undisturbed. But it sounded so much as if someone had entered that we felt we had to 
make sure. 
 
One night Joan had to go to an ambulance class - she had not returned by 11pm so Sylvia and I 
went to bed but not to sleep. Eventually about half an hour later we heard the front door (left 
unlocked that night for Joan) open and close and footsteps go up to the bathroom and on the half 
landing between the ground and first floors. Sylvia called out 'Joan  we are awake'  but there 
was no reply. 
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"Oh, it’s just Polity" I said and we relaxed. 
 
A few minutes later the front door opened and shut again and we heard it being locked and 
bolted and Joan called out 
 
"I’m home" 
 
Sylvia answered her and said "Oh, Joan, I left my watch in the bathroom - can you bring it up?" 
 
A few moments later Joan came into our room furious - 
 
"You thought Polity was there and sent me in to face him, you wretches!" 
 
A visitor from New Zealand who had never heard of our Polity arrived one day. I left her 
upstairs in the top back bedroom to unpack. She arrived downstairs very shortly with a white 
face. 
 
"Somebody whisked into the cupboard just as I went to hang up my clothes - I saw something 
just disappear." 
 
I replied "that must have been Polity, you will get used to it". 
 
It took her some time to adjust to the odd footsteps and Polty’s habit of rustling paper behind 
one’s back when you were sitting in an armchair. He also liked to batter on closed doors, 
especially the bathroom and frequently repeated his trick of seeming to come in the front door 
and close it behind him, leading to many unnecessary trips from the basement to see who it was. 
It was certainly never anyone visible. 
 
One night we had a guest to dinner and just as we sat down to have coffee there was a sound of 
crashing glass. We all jumped up and rushed to see if the hanging cupboard had fallen - but 
there was no sign of disturbance. No sooner had we sat down than it happened again. It was 
very unsettling! 
 
On another occasion a relation from New Zealand (Tom Nevill) was staying the night. In the 
morning he enquired who had been ill in the night.  
 
"Nobody" I replied. 
 
"Well," he said, "I heard somebody go down to the bathroom but they didn’t come out." 
 
"Oh", I replied "that would be Polty, he likes the bathroom". 
 
Often when my daughter was having a bath he would batter on the door. 
 
Here is a verse written by a friend of ours who stayed in the house: 
 
"If you see feathers lying on the stairs, 
Don’t stop to ask the Hows, and Whys, and Wheres , 
It’s only Polty, 
Slightly moulty." 
 
The author of this was Fernley Webber who was a friend of Sylvia’s who had been flatting with 
a Greek called Costas, but for some reason left the flat and came to stay with us (for rather 
longer than we had bargained for, as it turned out). He had been an army officer and was taking 
Civil Service examinations and eventually ended up in the Colonial Office. 
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Sometimes Polty used to come and sit on the end of my bed. I would hear the creak of the 
springs and feel the weight of a body sitting there but there was nothing visible - Just a friendly 
presence. This usually happened when I was feeling depressed or sad and was very comforting. 
There was never any feeling of fear or hostility for us - only curiosity, - but we had no means of 
making enquiries. The old gardener who had worked in the garden for forty years had vague 
memories of someone called Masie who used to be shut up periodically by her family and 
sounded as if she was mentally disturbed, but this was our only clue. 
 
On one occasion Anthony was home for his school holidays and was alone in the house while I 
went to do some household shopping. When I returned he opened the door, looking very white - 
"Mummy", he said "There is somebody jumping up and down on your bed upstairs and I’m 
scared to go and see who it is" 
 
"Oh it’s just Polty;"I replied, "he won’t hurt you, he just wants you to know he is there." 
 
Another odd thing happened to a widowed acquaintance of ours who lived in a nearby block of 
flats. The place was practically empty but every night there were repeated knockings on her 
wall. Her married daughter Dorrie persuaded her to get a medium to come and see what she felt. 
This woman went into a trance and said the spirit of her husband wanted her to move at once as 
there was danger. She went to her daughter’s house and a day or two later her flat received a 
direct hit from a bomb and was destroyed. 
 
On the subject of ghosts, long after the war had finished Anthony and I saw a ghost in the 
porcelain department of the Victoria and Albert Museum. She was a little old lady wearing a 
black bonnet and a short cape decorated with beads and bugles. She passed behind him and 
vanished through a blank wall. (disused lift shaft?) We looked at each other with a ‘wild 
surmise’! 
 
Many years later in New Zealand I met a young friend, a clergyman, who had also met her 
there. He made some enquiries and was told she was always around. It was nice to have his 
corroboration of our story. 
 
While we were living in Pembroke Square before the war we went for our first holiday on the 
Continent to Cap d’Antibes. The year before, 1938, we had spent six weeks in Cornwall with 
the Du Plessis, Bunny’s South African colleague from the IWS. We went to a cottage at the 
Lizard not far from Land’s End. There was a sea fog the whole time we were there and the 
melancholy moaning of the fog horn sounded by day and night. We had one fine day. We 
managed to visit St Buryan where my father had been a curate in 1901-1903 and saw his name 
in the parish registers. We did a little sight-seeing to Gunwalloe etc. and other neighbouring 
villages but most of the time we stayed in and read books! It wasn’t much fun for the children. 
The one fine day we had a picnic and went for a swim and Bunny caught a dreadful cold. 
 
That was why we decided on the South of France the following year, 1939. We had a very 
happy time staying at a hotel called Chateau Fleurie on the Cap. It was a small place kept by 
White Russians. Madame had been an opera singer and was dark and lush with hair done in a 
big bun low on her neck. Monsieur had been in the Czar’s Guards and they had escaped from 
the Revolution in 1918 with all her jewels twisted in her bun of hair. They sold them and bought 
Chateau Fleurie. 
 
The chef had been a lawyer in Petrograd. He tried to make us an English pudding one night. He 
boiled up a mixture of rice and plums and it was almost inedible, but we felt we had to eat it so 
as not to hurt his feelings. On the other hand he made the most delicious stuffed tomatoes I have 
ever eaten. 
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Harry Dawson, a Yorkshire wool man and his glamorous wife were also at Cap d’Antibes. Later 
when the war had started a Polish airman crashed in their garden outside London and she 
eventually ran off with him and left Harry in the lurch! 
 
We stayed in the South of France till the day before France declared war and all the troops were 
being mobilised. Most of the banks were shut but we managed to get some money and petrol 
and set off after an affecting good-bye to Madame, Monsieur and the chef. We drank a bottle of 
champagne to ‘Victory’! 
 
After the war we went back and tried to find them but Chateau Fleurie had changed hands and 
gone downhill and nobody knew what had happened to them. 
 
While we were there we bought Anthony, our son, a sailing yacht, he christened it ‘Fleuri’ and 
loved it: but somebody stole it while he was in the sea - we bought him another. The same fate 
overtook ‘Fleurie II’! 
 
We couldn’t afford another one, so Anthony collected little bunches of wild flowers and made 
them into posies and sold them to soft hearted ladies, and collected enough money to buy a 
much smaller and more ordinary boat (made out of painted moulded papier mache). He called it 
‘Old Ann’ and it came back with us to England and lasted for years and years. When he was 
quite grown up he still had it among his souvenirs, together with a large and solid warship he 
had made (at school) and painted grey. The day he painted the warship it he upset the paint all 
over his shoes and socks, jersey and pants and I had to try and remove the paint as clothes were 
too precious to waste. It was the worst cleaning job I ever tackled and took weeks to finish! 
 
Our trip back from the South of France was a nightmare. We managed to get petrol and set off 
to drive the whole way day and night. Everywhere we went there were French soldiers 
mobilising for war - they mostly seemed to be cavalry. 
 
We were in a big American car called a Hudson Terraplane which belonged to the IWS which 
luckily got us back to the channel without incident. Once there we were fortunate to get on the 
last car ferry across the channel. From then on the passengers went but had to leave their cars 
behind! 
 
By the time we got to England it was getting dark and there was a blackout, so we had to put 
black covers on the car headlights, leaving only a tiny slit of light. It was expected that the 
Germans would immediately start air raids on England although in the event this didn’t happen 
for months. 
 
All the road signs had been removed in case of invasion so we got totally lost; at one stage 
finding ourselves somewhere near Sevenoaks in what seemed to be the depths of a forest! - and 
spent half the night wandering round the South of England and had the greatest difficulty 
finding our way back to London and Pembroke Square! 
 
The next day we listened on the radio to Nevill Chamberlain announcing that England and 
Germany were at war. The local policeman came in off the beat to listen to the historic 
broadcast with us.  
 
This meant immediately re-packing the children’s suitcases and taking them straight off to their 
schools which had been evacuated to the country in case of bombing attacks. 
 
Avice went to somewhere in Kent, which had she stayed there would have been in the area that 
the German bombers flew over on their way to London! Anthony’s Froebel School was 
evacuated to St Mary’s Freelands in Oxfordshire and later to Little Gaddeston in Hertfordshire 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
 
YORKSHIRE AND THE WAR. 
 
There was no role for the I.W.S in wartime and for a while Bunny didn’t know what he was 
supposed to do. After consultations with New Zealand he was recruited to work in the Wool 
Control rationing supplies of wool for the war effort. He became assistant to Sir Harry 
Shackleton, the Wool Controller and the Control, for which ‘contingency’ plans had been made 
after the end of the First World War, came into operation immediately. This meant us all 
moving to Yorkshire as the Control was set up near Ilkley in a requisitioned hotel. 
 
I rather felt Bunny should have joined up and gone to fight, as he had been a territorial in New 
Zealand and was a crack shot, but he ended up in a ‘reserved occupation’ - meaning doing work 
important enough for the wartime economy to keep him on the ‘home front’. He joined the 
Local Defence Volunteers - the LDV - which later became the Home Guard. (Dad’s Army!) 
 
So it was that during the war we lived in Burley in Wharfedale, near Ilkley and not far from 
Bradford. 
 
Avice went to school at Queen Margaret’s, which was usually in Scarborough but as that was a 
likely invasion route the school was evacuated to Castle Howard - a wonderful old stately home. 
While she was there they had a fire which deprived her of some of her clothes: which were very 
difficult to replace in those days of clothing coupons. It also led to lots of jokes about the ‘St 
Trinians Girls’ setting fire to their school! The school remained at the Castle which was 
eventually fully restored after the war. 
 
Anthony went to a ‘prep’school called Clevedon House which was on the edge of the Yorkshire 
Moors in Ben Rhydding a couple of miles from Burley where we now lived, although he was a 
boarder. They were very keen on physical fitness and made the boys have cold baths every 
morning in winter, or cold dips in the swimming pool in summer. 
 
Howgill, our rented home was a pleasant modern house of no great character but quite 
comfortable. It had three bedrooms, a big living room with open fireplace (and a piano) and a 
dining room. It also had a built in garage. Although it was furnished we gradually added things 
we picked up round the district, such as a very fine bureau bookcase, an oval oak dining table, a 
Welsh dresser and a corner cupboard. Some of these things now adorn Anthony’s house in 
Wellington including the sixteenth century Dutch marquetry ‘armoire’ we bought in Yorkshire. 
It is a beautiful, interesting piece - still lined with the original sixteenth century wall paper. 
Collecting things has always been a passion with us and wherever we have gone we have found 
treasures. Our Yorkshire ones we still have in the family: - some early Crown Derby, a 
turquoise and silver bracelet (possibly Egyptian) etc. 
 
Burley was remote from war and rumours of war, but the railway line ran along behind the 
house and every day there was a succession trains, LMS (London Midland & Scottish) or LNER 
(London North Eastern Railway). You could always tell which one was coming because they 
sounded different. Sometimes they would stop and the engine driver would get out to pick the 
wild flowers that grew in profusion at the side of the line. This always fascinated us: we 
imagined the man in the signal box waiting and waiting with the signal permanently down! 
 
On the other side of the track were some woods and over a field a lunatic asylum with a tall 
chimney that sometimes belched out black smoke. We used to pretend that they were burning 
the loonies! 
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Far up the Dale was a tiny Anglo Saxon church at Hubberholme where the scarlet and black and 
white decorations were like nothing so much as the designs the Maoris use to decorate their 
meeting houses. 
 
We found it hard to understand the strong Yorkshire dialect of some of the people. They were 
rather a dour lot. 
 
The village carpenter called to ask if we had any jobs for him. He looked at me with a 
measuring eye and said "I’m also the undertaker here and I like to know what everybody’s size 
is!" 
 
The first two winters in Yorkshire were bitter, with much snow and we felt it very much. We 
were snowed in for a week on one occasion, the garage being completely covered by a huge 
drift. Because it was a private road the Council would not send a snowplough along so it 
became very dangerous, first snow, then ice, then more snow. This lasted for two weeks and we 
wished ourselves back in Pembroke Square. 
 
The two children were still at school in the South then - Avice in Kent, Anthony in Oxfordshire 
so at the beginning of every term I had to convey them to London and then Anthony on to his 
Froebel kindergarten at a house called "Freelands.’ 
 
Avice’s school sent a teacher to take the girls to school from Charing Cross so we stayed at the 
Railway hotel, and very comfortable it was with big coal fires in the bedroom and very good 
meals. 
 
Sylvia and Joan were still living in London then and they used to come to dinner with us at a 
local restaurant. Anthony, aged seven or eight, looked round the room on one occasion and 
remarked "I’ve got the best looking women in the room at my table" We were quite set up! He 
told us the wine list was on the back of the menu and to order a bottle but, as we didn’t know 
much about wine we settled for lager beer. When we got up to go Anthony shook hands with the 
waiter and thanked him much to the amusement of the people at the neighbouring tables. 
 
We had a car in Burley but, because of rationing not much petrol, so we all got bikes and that 
was our usual mode of transport for all purposes. We used to ride over Ilkley Moor from Burley 
Woodhead perhaps to Ilkley and then coast down into the valley. The moor was lonely, 
beautiful, exactly as it had always been with the pewits crying and a quiet noise of water 
flowing underground and wide horizons. The air was clear and there were great stones which 
were part of pre-history. There was, in one part of the moor the famous Swastika Stone, a 
memorial of the remote past carved there by an unknown people. It was carefully covered 
against vandals, but the only creatures we ever saw there were the Moorland sheep. They were a 
particularly agile race who thought nothing of leaping walls and helping themselves to the 
vegetable gardens of any dwellers in those parts. Not far away, above Ilkley was the famous 
Cow and Calf rocks on the edge of the Ilkley Moor. 
 
Occasionally we rode across the river Wharfe and up the opposite slopes to Blubberhouses, set 
in the midst of steep hills. The hills were fun to ride down but not so good to toil up again. 
Another time we went to Thorpe the ‘hidden village’ where in the old days people took shelter 
from the marauding Scots from over the border, as the entrance to the village was hidden and it 
was so tucked away it couldn’t be found unless you knew the way in.  
 
The Yorkshire people were quite different to Southerners and despised them. They spoke of 
them as if they were a different race , inferior in every way. I must admit that the Yorkshire 
puddings were something out of this world and I have spent the rest of my life trying to cook 
something comparable without success! 
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Fishing in the Wharfe was a great pleasure to Bunny in his leisure hours and many a delicious 
trout or grayling came out of its waters. 
 
One Christmas Bunny went to a party at the Ilkley Golf Club (where he played in the weekends) 
and won a goose. He had the greatest difficulty in cycling home with it tied to his handlebars as 
the goose’s wings kept getting tangled up with his front wheel, and at one point he landed in a 
ditch. However he extricated himself and the goose eventually made a handsome Christmas 
dinner. 
 
Food rationing was difficult especially in the school holidays, particularly as we were strangers 
to the village but I managed to get on good terms with the butcher and was able to buy offal 
(liver and kidneys, sheep’s hearts etc.) - and very good it could be. 
 
How we managed to feed our two female cats and their endless litter I don’t remember, but they 
were good hunters and would carry home rabbits. The kittens would eat them fur and all and 
thrived on it. 
 
Dushka and China Cat were sisters and they always had their kittens simultaneously, which 
made life complicated, especially as Dushka had to have her paw held all through the process or 
else she would yell blue murder. 
 
As well as cats we had some fictional members of the family left over from Dunedin days: the 
main member of this family mythology was Miss Purchas. Originally she was a teacher at 
Avice’s school in Dunedin, but over the years and particularly during the war Bunny wove her 
into a long series of spy stories in which she was associated with Uncle Dinkpump and together 
they did many strange deeds and foiled the German spies. On the long cold winter’s evenings in 
Yorkshire these stories entertained both our family and the daughters of some Ilkley friends of 
ours who still remember listening enthralled to Uncle Bunny’s stories about ‘Purr’. I often 
wondered what the real Miss Purchas would think of her apotheosis! 
 
Much much later Bunny used to make up wonderful stories about a creature called the 
Polypopolos for Avice’s son, Dominic - sometimes writing them down to send to Kenya; - I 
would illustrate them with drawings. He had a talent for story telling and could probably have 
published them if he had tried to. 
 
One day Avice and Anthony went for a walk through the fields near the river in Burley. They 
were leaning over the bridge of a small stream and a village boy stole up behind them and hit 
Avice over the head with a wooden fence paling, which fortunately was rather rotten - but still 
cut her scalp rather badly. 
 
We complained to the police and eventually after a case in the children’s court the boy was 
admitted to a mental home. He was later let out and attacked two girls in a lane, one of whom 
died, so back he went. He came from a sub-normal family of seven children every one of them 
mentally retarded. 
 
Then there was the day Avice stepped into a wasp’s nest; it was autumn and the wasps were 
sleepy but they stung her all over and I had to treat her with ‘blue bag’ which was the accepted 
cure for stings in those days. 
 
Avice’s diary gives an account of the encounter with the mentally handicapped boy in Burley, 
which follows. 
 
April 14 Wednesday. 
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After supper Ant and I went for a walk, down by the river and then we had our ghastly 
adventure. 
 
We were throwing stones into the river on that bit which juts out, past the weir. Another boy 
was standing about 50 yards away, about my size, a farmy looking boy, I thought nothing of it. 
 
About 20 minutes later we were standing, leaning over the railing admiring the reflections in the 
water of the canal. I was vaguely aware that he was crossing the bridge, when suddenly I felt a 
dull thud on the back of my head, I turned round to see the boy with his stick raised to hit again, 
I shall never, never forget that face, it was screwed up and I have never seen anything like it, his 
eyes were quite, quite mad, blue, oh it was horrible. He then nearly hit Ant’s arm, I don’t know 
but I think I shouted "run" to Ant. Then the boy chased me, I’ve never felt so furious in my 
whole life, I was absolutely seething inside, I saw a fairly high fence coming towards me and I 
just jumped it, I’m sure I shouldn’t have normally. I called him a bugger for the first time I used 
the word in deadly earnest and I think I said I’d report him, by that time I was charging through 
the two little gates across the stream again close behind Ant. We rushed along the path again, 
but he was cutting across the field, and he was hiding behind a tree further up, so we turned 
back again, and he chased us again, but luckily we were well ahead of him and by the time we 
got to the courtyard of Greenholme Mills he had given up and we were O.K.. because there 
were houses. Ant was awfully good and helpful, he was fine, I’m jolly proud to have him as a 
brother. My head was bleeding quite hard, still a bit actually, and my jaw aches, I don’t know 
why. Poor Mummy is upset and Daddy and Ant went down again to look for him, but no luck 
and they are now trying to ring up the police, but there’s nobody there. I’m really awfully lucky 
to have got off so lightly, just to think what might have happened if I’d tripped or he had got me 
down, or if Ant had been hit first and fallen into the river, I might not have got to him in time, or 
if I had and was stunned I would have drowned perhaps. I’m sure he was mad, perhaps it was 
lust. Somehow it upsets the balance of everything. One reads about these things, but to have 
happened to me! Ruined my walks alone. Thank God I was so lucky, poor Ant’s arms bruised 
too, he nearly got his new watch, but oh thank God for everything I feel so grateful 
 
My ‘war work’ consisted of working at the Yorkshire Electric Power Board, (the YEP) which 
with my shaky mathematics was not quite where I would have selected for myself - but I was 
posted and had to go! It meant leaving home at 8 am and catching a bus to (Otley? Chevin?) and 
spending all day working out other people’s electricity bills. When anyone made a mistake the 
supervisor would summon them up to the front of the room and you would have to march up to 
the front of the room, as if in school, and have your errors pointed out, rather publicly! I had to 
go up quite a few times when my tables let me down... 
 
I also did a First Aid course and had periodic night duties which were mostly spent training or 
whiling away the time on watch with the ambulance. Not much exciting was happening in 
Yorkshire at that (or any other) stage of the war. However with the YEP and the First Aid it was 
all quite strenuous. Bunny was in the Home Guard and used to spend nights guarding the Wool 
Control. He used to take a .22 as well as his army issue .303 rifle and being a very good shot, 
and experienced hunter from his Dunedin days managed to bring back occasional rabbits to 
supplement the meagre meat ration. 
 
Bunny had a friend from the Wool Control - known as ‘Bobo’ who frequently came to us for an 
evening meal. We even hired a piano for his sake and he and Bunny amused themselves singing 
and playing. Bobo used to give concerts and boomed out songs such as ‘Where’ere You Walk’ 
at full volume. 
 
On one or two occasions our St John Ambulance duties included helping with the re-settling of 
evacuee children and this meant inspecting their heads for lice - from which they all too 
frequently suffered! 
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Sylvia and Joan both lived with us in Yorkshire for some time, Joan had a job in Ilkley doing 
photography: she and Sylvia had run the Nevill Photography Studio in Dunedin for some years. 
 
Sylvia had joined the F.A.N.Y.s - Field Army Nursing Yeomanry, later amalgamated with the 
A.T.S. and drove a van collecting blood donated for the wounded. It had a large vampire bat 
painted on the side. She was so small that she had to build up the driving seat with bricks in 
order to reach the gears. She claimed to be England’s smallest soldier. After the war she and her 
friend Anne Fearfield bought Quinneys, an antique shop in Budleigh Salterton and ran it for 
more than forty years. 
 
Food was rationed and we had ration books with tear-out coupons which we had to exchange 
for meat, eggs, etc. You had to keep friendly with the local shopkeepers to make sure you got 
your proper entitlements! However all this was less difficult in Yorkshire than down South.  
 
I remember being a bit startled when I asked for something a little bit unusual in the fruit and 
vegetable shop when we first arrived and the woman behind the counter said derisively:  
 
"I haven’t got anything like that, you poor worm!" 
 
There seemed to be plenty of chickens which weren’t rationed, and I don’t think sausages were 
either, although they consisted mostly of bread! 
 
Bill Pollard and Johnny Rhodes, two wool trade friends used to visit when they were on leave 
from their air sea rescue unit (they were in the airforce and wore the glamorous blue uniform). 
Somehow they always seemed to be able to bring a few eggs or other hard to get items. 
 
Johnny had a girl friend called ‘Lovely Marjorie’ whose husband was away at the war; Bunny 
and I went with the three of them to the Dales once or twice walking and climbing - including 
going along the famous ‘Striding Edge’ where there is a sheer slope on either side. It was very 
frightening! 
 
At other times we would visit Bolton Abbey, a lovely old ruin by the riverside, with stepping 
stone across the river, and Kettlewell a little village up the Dale where the fishing was very 
good for Bunny.  
 
One winter I got pneumonia, and I remember Bunny, who was not very domesticated, trying to 
cook sausages and using kipper fat, which didn’t produce a very tasty sausage! His mother 
never taught her sons any domestic skills and waited on them all hand and foot - perhaps 
because she was so proud of having five sons... She always wanted a daughter, hence her 
devotion as a grandmother to Avice. She used to produce clothes (usually knitted) for Avice 
long after we had moved to England: some of them were rather awful patterns and she never 
adjusted for Avice’s growth so they were invariably too small. During the war with shortages of 
wool they used to unravelled and re-knitted as soon as they arrived 
 
The pneumonia set me back dreadfully. Eventually the Gilbeys- our best friends in Yorkshire 
came to the rescue and I was mostly nursed by Babs Gilbeys mother - until I was moved into a 
nursing home in Ilkley where I was for quite some time. 
 
 
CHAPTER NINE 
 
POST WAR.  
 
Our pre-war visit to France gave us a taste for foreign travel and shortly after the war was over 
we went to Brittany and Normandy where we were saddened to see the destruction of lovely old 
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towns and cathedrals. I particularly remember Caen which we drove through at dusk, seeing 
lights where people were living high up among what looked like totally destroyed buildings. 
 
We were fortunate in the years following that Bunny attended meetings of the International 
Wool (Textile Organisation) and these were held in all the big cities of Europe. We became 
familiar with Paris, Brussels, Amsterdam, Zurich, Lausanne, Stockholm, Oslo, Copenhagen, 
Schevening, West Berlin, Barcelona, Lisbon, Venice, and Florence. As we usually travelled in a 
leisurely manner to the places by car we were able to see much of the countries concerned on 
our way to and fro. 
 
We also met an interesting cross section of continental members of the wool trade and made 
lifelong friends among them - oddly enough chiefly among the Germans, although I, for one, 
had thought after the war that I could never be friends with a German. This was because my 
beloved brother John had been blown up in his tank in the Western Desert while serving with 
the New Zealand forces. But I found that congeniality of spirit is more important than 
nationality and friendship can bloom in any soil. 
 
Hamburg was another city to which I became attached and have happy memories of the lovely 
Einen and Binnen Alster lakes, and the gorgeous old Vier Jahrzeiten Hotel. There is something 
about Hamburg that is English in spirit which made it more dreadful that it was bombed so 
terribly in the war. 
 
Paris, however, remains for me as for so many others the Queen of Cities, though Florence 
approaches near. Perugia is one of the loveliest of all with it’s heavenly views. Ravenna, 
Venice, Susa, Gubio, all different, all enchanting - it is like a litany of pleasure. 
 
Amsterdam was the cosiest city, I often went there for a week or so and at that time, about 1950, 
women could wander about there very happily and safely on their own. I believe this is not so 
today. 
 
Our introduction to Spain came about ten years after the war . We enjoyed Barcelona, 
wandering down the Ramblas and up Mount Tibidabo. We spent some time on the Costa Brava 
at Palamos before the area became tourist ridden and spoiled. There were no fish and chip shops 
there then! We explored quite a lot inland round Gerona etc., luckily we were with Spanish 
speaking friends and were entertained by some local wool barons who had huge estates nearby 
and wonderful boat houses full of everything imaginable in the way of nautical gadgets. 
 
There were interesting excavations too of an Iberian fort which renewed my dormant interest in 
digging for the past. So Spain began insidiously to take hold of us and we later bought our 
beloved Casita, a little finca really on the Coast Blanca. 
 
But before that we had a trip to Ibiza, where we had one of our biggest adventures. 
 
We were staying in a hotel at San Antonio run by German brothers and sisters and one day we 
asked if we could hire a boat to go goggling (snorkelling). Our son, Anthony had spent a 
holiday in Ibiza the year before with a French Club and became hooked on and very adept at 
this sport. He was a very good swimmer and won many races (and a Midlands backstroke 
record) while he was at Rugby, before getting his blue for swimming at Oxford. 
 
So with Avice, son in law Bob Rapley and Anthony we all set off for a leisurely trip across the 
bay with a young fisherman called Antonio in his little lug-sailed dinghy. What we did NOT 
know was that he was only licensed for two passengers and himself and there were five of us. 
 
We spent some hours goggling in a deserted bay among the rocks and caves: diving among the 
fish and collecting shells from the sand sea bottom. After a while we set off back to port, still in 
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our bathing suits. A few minutes later a sudden squall blew up and over went the boat which 
had no centre-board or keel; further and further till the gunwale was under water and the sail flat 
on the water. Bunny went down under the large lug sail, I went under the smaller one and when 
we came up the boat was obviously going deeper under water. We tried keeping our feet on it 
but it was useless, it still sank. We tried to yell for help but nobody heard us. The waves were 
growing steeper and we were about two miles out from shore. 
 
Antonio, who had been a sailor and oddly could swim said he would swim to the shore for help. 
Anthony dived into the sinking boat and rescued the oars from under the thwarts and we put 
them under Bunny’s arms because he was not as strong a swimmer as the rest of us.  
 
Initially we gave him the rudder to act as a float but after a while he pointed out faintly that it 
was pulling him down, not supporting him - the base was weighted with solid lead! 
 
Avice and Bob set off for shore, Anthony, who still kept his camera slung round his neck took 
one oar and I took the other, so we started out to make for shore. I had tucked a shirt I had made 
for Anthony down my bathing suit as I was determined to rescue that. The waves kept slapping 
against our faces, but at least Bunny was supported and moved towards shore. It looked a long 
way off and it never seemed to get any nearer - the current must have been running out from 
shore - we went on swimming: I had only one good arm as I had a frozen shoulder! Bunny told 
Anthony and me to swim on ahead and leave him on the oars but we took no notice. 
 
He was busy making his last dispositions as at that moment he was not expecting to reach shore. 
 
Just as I was beginning to say to myself "I can’t go on much longer" Anthony called out "I see a 
boat coming". It was Antonio - he had found two boys in a rather derelict old boat and they 
were making for us, pausing to pick up Avice and Bob. They took us all on board but alas, the 
weight was too much for their old tub and it, too, began to sink! 
 
Just at that rather dreadful moment Antonio saw a big fishing boat coming round the point. 
Luckily for us they had missed Antonio and knowing where he was had decided to come and 
look for him. Perhaps they had heard us calling for help in unison  
 
They took us all on board, cold and shivering. Avice and I were stowed below curled round the 
brazier where they were cooking their meal. We were almost more afraid of being burned than 
we had been of being drowned. 
 
They delivered us back to the wharf near our hotel where we staggered ashore with many a 
"muchissimas gracias" and were greeted by the female hotelier with the news that we were late 
for lunch. We explained that we had all been nearly drowned. She threw back her head and 
laughed loudly and long: "Ha, ha", she cried "our cemetery is full of drowned English people" 
 
"Thank you" we replied "We will all have a large brandy" Then we all had hot showers, a 
revolting lunch and a bottle of champagne. Next day Antonio came and begged us not to say 
that there had been five in the boat! 
 
One of our most memorable travelling experiences was driving through the Massif Central in 
Spring when all the narcissi were in bloom - it was like the fields of paradise - the scent of the 
flowers on the high uplands dotted with huge upright stones from some far distant glacial epoch. 
 
The places that stand out forever in memory - the Roman theatre at Merida, the fabulous wild 
flowers in the North of Spain, primroses, fields of violets, hedges of japonica, anemones of 
every colour and cowslips. I think it is the most beautiful place in the world in Spring, with the 
cold rivers coming down in spate from the Picos d’Europa, the deserted curving beaches of 
silver sand. 
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Delphi with it’s timeless magic, Corinth, a lost, lonely spot, Dubai on the Persian Gulf with the 
sand forever drifting in and the street of goldsmiths where it seemed as if gold was just ordinary 
metal and didn’t really matter very much. 
 
Then, most vivid of all, Rome, the huge yellow/brown vista over the Tiber, Castel San Angelo 
looking utterly the epitome of it’s time, the arch of Septimus Severus, the tomb of Cecilia 
Metella lonely on the Appian Way - a monument for all time - and best of all the Forum seen by 
moonlight. One could almost people it with the ghosts of all the Latin history one had ever read, 
still echoing and sounding from the past to the present: making the stuff of our laws and 
civilisation and our very way of thinking. 
 
Then in Florence there was the Ball in the Pitti Palace under the chandeliers, the lovely dresses, 
the uniforms: the past alive. 
 
A fragment of what appears to be a diary exists, which includes this trip to Italy: 
 
July 1949. 
 
"Have had a very busy week, all three days of the New Zealand Test Match at Lords, on 
Saturday in a box with Tom and Lord and Lady MacGowan and Lord and Lady Something Else 
and other very important people. quite good fun and lovely tea with strawberries and cream at 
the back of the grandstand. On Monday and Tuesday also in a box with shipping magnates, 
marvellous lunch, cold salmon and masses of drinks. 
 
Last Wednesday we had our annual cocktail party; the weather kept fine and we had the whole 
thing in the garden. About sixty people - got the catering done by a firm and hired some chairs 
and it was a great success - something to be able to have a party in your garden in Kensington of 
that size. The delphiniums and hollyhocks were out and it really looked lovely. Went out at 
dinner after and got back at midnight. Avice was still entertaining some of the younger guests 
including Mrs Glazebrook, Murray Sidey’s sister and her two children, Marjorie Ferrier 
(McDougal) and Mrs Herbert Hill. 
 
Tom came back from Germany in time to be with us, looking very noble in uniform with 
decorations. 
 
Have had several dinner parties including one at the Savoy given by Sir Harry Shackleton: very 
elegant and very dull, in a private room which means you never see anybody. 
 
Went to see ‘The Lady’s Not for Burning’ with John Gielgud - it was marvellous and also ‘Dark 
Side of the Moon’ a macabre witch story set in the Ozark Mountains of America. Went to that 
with Tom and we enjoyed it immensely. 
 
The trip to Florence was lovely, a most interesting journey.  
 
(This would have been to an International Wool Textile organisation Conference to which 
Cicely and Bunny took Avice) 
 
Crossed to Calais in the morning and arrived at Rheims at night having stopped en route to look 
at Laon(?) Cathedral and ancient mediaeval fortified town set on a steep hill. Lovely. 
 
Went in the morning to Rheims Cathedral while mass was being sung. It is the most beautiful 
cathedral I have ever been in with a wonderful atmosphere of peace and devotion. I could have 
stayed forever. The choir is in the middle of the church and the scarlet and purple robes and the 
variegated colours from the stained glass in the windows made an unforgettable picture. We 
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were sorry to leave but had to go on to Basle where we arrived by nightfall. Next morning 
browsed around the Swiss shops. Everything in Switzerland is so clean and tidy and burnished - 
so different to France. We passed by Lakes Lucerne and Lugano and crossed the St Gothard 
Pass into Italian Switzerland by way of Bellinzona which has many ancient castles. Then on to 
Lake Como where we stayed the night at the Villa d’Este, a magnificent hotel on the edge of the 
lake - surrounded by roses and cypress trees. We took some movies, then on through the 
Lombardy plains, stopping at Milan to see the famous cathedral - exquisitely elaborate - but 
with an ice-cream parlour on the roof - too banal.  
 
The outside, as with most Italian ones is preferable to the inside. 
 
We reached Florence by the evening staying at the Excelsior on the Arno. 
 
Florence has been much damaged by the Germans, all the beautiful old bridges blown by the 
Huns except the Ponte Vecchio. Florence is a hive of activity and seeming prosperity and there 
seemed plenty of food (certainly for tourists). 
 
We fell in love with Italy - Avice speaks good Italian which was useful - fruit of a love affair 
she had in Lausanne with an Italian boy from Bellinzona. I found myself picking it up fairly 
well. 
 
We prowled the shops and markets, went to the Uffizi and Pitti Palaces, wonderful pictures and 
the rooms encrusted with gold leaf and terrific murals and ceilings so incredibly beautiful that 
they beggar description. 
 
It is almost impossible to take it all in. Tables of solid slabs of malachite and gorgeous inlaid 
marbles in elaborate designs, hundreds of glittering chandeliers in delicate workmanship all 
create a panorama of treasures difficult to take in all at one sitting. 
 
We went to a ball in the Pitti Palace attended by the wealth and fashion of Florence, the women 
tall, elegant and slender, dressed in heavy Italian silks encrusted with diamante and crystal and 
officers in elegant uniforms starred with decorations. 
 
We just sat, stared and didn’t even envy them! 
 
We also went to a reception at the Palazzo Vecchio given by the mayor, it is mediaeval, rather 
stark with small rooms, though one great hall has a minstrel’s gallery. It, too is decorated in the 
most elaborate manner with golden ceilings and wonderful carvings. There is a gorgeous private 
chapel. The Medici Family lived here before Palazzo Pitti was built. 
 
Outside in the square are the famous statues, including Cellini’s ‘Perseus’ and a fountain with 
Neptune surrounded by mermaids and Tritons. 
 
We shopped on the Ponte Vecchio, the surviving old bridge lined with shops like old London 
bridge used to be: most of them - the shops - being very expensive. I bought a lovely silk nightie 
and some small souvenirs. 
 
We visited many beautiful villas, but not the one Philip mentioned in his book on Italy. One 
afternoon we went to one in Fiesole, overlooking the city and to dinner and dance at another big 
hotel. We dined at various restaurants in the city eating the famous white beef. The food was 
heavenly but there was too much of it altogether for us. 
 
The journey home was really nicer than the outward one - but before we left we visited the 
Cathedral and various churches, the baptistery with its famous bronze doors and the Campanile 
which I thought disappointing. 
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I loved Pisa, both Cathedral and Baptistery exquisite and of course gazed with fascination at the 
Leaning Tower. Went to Mass in the Cathedral there too. There were a great many cardinals 
present who seemed to be a bit degage with the proceedings. One even spat on the floor as he 
processed! 
 
We motored through the Italian Riviera, staying the first night at a little fishing village, 
Portofino where we would have liked to spend weeks. It is tucked under a steep cliff with 
elegant houses on the top where live the rich and famous. Went on through San Remo, Monte 
Carlo, Nice, Cannes and eventually stopped at Frejus where we spent the night in a rather 
grubby hotel mostly inhabited by black gentlemen and their white girl friends; and where the 
sheets were far from clean. 
 
We drove through Provence - Avignon - Pope’s Palace and the famous bridge, then up to Dijon 
where we spent the night. Every day we bought a bottle of wine and heavenly French bread and 
ham or pate and fruit then picnicked on a riverside or under a tree. Whenever we could we 
bathed. It was a happy trip and we were sorry to come to earth on reaching London again. 
 
Sylvia was here for a few days on her way home from Sweden where she had been staying with 
Gerd Sven-Neillson whose father is chaplain to the King of Sweden. The family have an island 
outside Stockholm where everyone bathes in the nude. 
 
Anthony is doing great things in swimming - broke the Senior Midlands record for back stroke 
last week! 
 
Other travel highlights I remember: 
 
At Herrenchiemsee the Chamber Music on the island in the guest hall of two thousand candles. 
 
Montserrat, the terrible drive up, the fortress like monastery, vespers in the church with the 
Black Virgin in her coign over the altar, all the chandeliers lit and the monks chanting. 
 
Venice was lovely, remote, strange but somehow just as one expected it, with the green 
undersea water light and the rippling reflections. Somehow the church of Santa Maria de 
Maggiore remains the most vivid of all, wonderful outside, faintly disappointing within like 
many cathedrals - Notre Dame for instance which is too dark to see, really. 
 
The best of all cathedrals is Leon in the North of Spain with its glorious stained glass windows 
and the fabulous crypt. 
 
Somehow Northern Spain remains forever the country of my heart - nearer than my native soil - 
that is where I always want to be. 
 
 
CHAPTER TEN  
 
SPAIN - THE CASITA. 
 
The most exciting thing that happened to us during our forty years in London was buying the 
Casita, - Casa Cecilia. 
 
By that time Anthony was married and living in East Sheen. He had previously lived in a 
darling house in Duke’s Lane in Kensington. It was reputed to have been built in Queen Anne’s 
day for the ladies of the court at Kensington Palace. The house got too small for Anthony’s 
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family when they started to have children. They moved out to a larger place near Richmond 
Park when Alasdair was one. 
 
They also enjoyed Continental holidays and one year were staying either at Calpe or Benidorm 
and went for a journey round the countryside. They came to a little town called Javea near 
where they were staying and fell in love with the old casitas on the slopes of the mountain 
Montgo. 
 
Anthony wired us to say could he buy a place which he had found but we wired back -"Wait till 
we see it" - and we went out to look for ourselves. 
 
We too fell for the charms of Javea and after a couple of weeks bought a four hundred year old 
casita under Montgo - (not the same one that Anthony had been looking at!) It had been 
modernised but not very much, merely bathroom, kitchen added with mod cons to a certain 
extent and the old corral turned into a patio, set with ancient tiles and containing an enormous 
lemon tree which was never without fruit. The walls were several feet thick and all the house 
was arched, we had no electricity, just candles and old lamps and cooked with butane gas. 
 
We had a bread oven in the patio and outside the house a long naya or veranda which contained 
the old fireplace where all the cooking was done in the old days. 
 
We had only one neighbour in those days and looked over acres of vineyards to the far away 
hills. There were nineteen old almond trees around the house and a grove of old olives and a 
vineyard and a small plantation of oranges. a fig tree and carob trees which were used to feed 
the donkeys). 
 
We had the original well that was built with the house from which the water was pumped up to 
a cistern on the roof to supply the bathroom and kitchen. 
 
The little estate or ‘finca’ grew in time as we added more land to prevent any building too near 
us. 
 
It was a complicated business buying land in Spain as most of the fields were owned by several 
people in one family and all had to sign the legal ‘escritura’. 
 
We furnished the house to match its date, with old pieces of Spanish furniture and pictures.  
 
We dived in the sea for Roman and Greek Amphorae, dug for pottery in the old sites wherever 
we could find them. We had many happy years there visiting it several times a year and staying 
as long as we could. 
 
We made lots of good friends there, as Javea was becoming a favourite place for English 
expatriates and they still remain our friends. 
 
The only Spaniards we ever really knew were farmers. Our next door neighbour was called 
Guillermo Espasa. He and his family owned a great deal of property around the town and were 
very prosperous. 
 
He looked after the ploughing etc. of our land. He had a caballo (horse) and a small plough just 
like a biblical one and drove neatly between the rows of vines four times a year. Javea was very 
dry with usually only about twelve inches of rain a year but we could grow any vegetable and 
melons. The big fig tree was behind the house and a huge prickly pear hung over the patio wall. 
The fruits used to fall on our heads and leave horrid little thorns behind which were almost 
impossible to see or remove. 
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I grew all sorts of cacti and although they look so unpromising and unfriendly, when they 
flower they are so beautiful and ephemeral it is worth waiting for. 
 
I managed to break my left arm in Spain (and later in Wellington my right arm) and it has been 
a considerable inconvenience to me. I fell down the staircase of Anthony and Kristin’s casita 
which had no bannisters and was very dangerous.  
 
In Wellington I was blown over by the wind on a corner quite near our house. I must have been 
unconscious as I came to in the Doctor’s surgery where someone had taken me. I could 
remember nothing about it. The left break had healed quickly and has never bothered me since, 
while the right has  been awkward and difficult to manage ever since. 
 
We used to swim every day in the warm sea even in November. There was a sandy beach and a 
stony beach: we preferred the latter as the water was deep. But it had nasty currents and 
occasionally people were drowned there. But early in the morning when the sea was calm it was 
a most delicious swim at the Playa del Obispo. I often wondered what bishop it had been called 
after. 
 
It was one of the saddest features of our leaving Europe that we had to sell the casita and we 
have never forgotten it and all the happy times we spent there. 
 
Our last visit to sell the place was depressing and very hard work as we couldn’t get any help 
with the harvesting and had to do it all ourselves - in a temperature of over 80 degrees. Almonds 
are very tiresome to harvest and so are algoraba beans! 
 
We had bought ‘Casa Cecilia’ - named after the duena as is the Spanish custom, from a 
colourful and charming character called Geraldine, Baroness Von Weidmann. She had been 
married four times and had just arrived at the parting of the ways with the Baron. He also was 
rather a colourful character, a Pole. Geraldine had never had any children and adopted a French 
girl, Marie Claire from Normandy. But when Marie Claire grew into an adult she paired up with 
the Baron. Geraldine divorced him and continued on her own at first then with a Spanish 
partner, buying and converting old casitas and also building new ones. She was continually 
changing houses as she converted first an old windmill then an olive pressing mill to the most 
charming homes of great character, never spoiling them in the process. 
 
She became a dear friend and we were devoted to her and were always taken to see her latest 
buy, for which her enthusiasm never waned. 
 
She was lovely to look at and had may admirers - one of them a monk she gave a lift to one day 
and he fell in love with her and wanted to give up his monastic life and take her away to live in 
the islands: but by then Geraldine had had enough of men and settled for a pleasant friendship 
with another deserted female called Carol with whom she entered into partnership. Sad to say 
Geraldine had a very serious accident and fell from a steep curving staircase without a handrail. 
She fractured her skull and had other injuries and never recovered. She went to London for 
treatment and died there alone in her hotel room. It was a sad loss to us and all her friends. I 
have never forgotten her: she was a ray of light in our life, her interest in things and people 
never waned. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 
 
LONDON & THE CORONATION. 
 
In Pembroke Square there were to be seen many of the old London characters, the man who sat 
on the pavement mending chairs, the lamplighter in early days till they replaced our nice old 
lamps with horrid sodium lights; the muffin man in winter, strawberry carts in summer and the 
ice cream man "Stop me and Buy One" every afternoon when the children were home from 
school. 
 
Then there was Mr Johnson the fruit man, with his cart and piebald pony, William, who had 
been a circus pony in his youth. They came for many years and I bought all my fruit and 
vegetables from him, but in the end he gave up - too much competition from the local shops. 
 
In our early days there the local shopkeepers called for orders and we had housekeeping books 
which were settled every month. The milkman had a horse drawn cart for many years but these 
were later replaced by electric cars. (This was a pity as we used to collect the horse manure for 
the garden when we had a chance) 
 
The electric cars carried all sorts of useful groceries as well as milk and cream and their bills 
were collected every week on Saturday mornings. 
 
The postman became a family friend and took a great interest in our correspondence. On one 
occasion I received an air letter very much written on the back and he commented "She gets her 
money’s worth, doesn’t she?" He didn’t miss much. Years and years later we ran into him and 
he was delighted to see us. He used to say he liked coming to see us when the Albertine rose 
was in bloom all over the front of the house as he loved the scent of it. 
 
We used to take the children to the Round Pond on Sunday mornings when all the yachts were 
out with their proud owners. Ours had been known to sink, with resultant sorrow (or become 
becalmed in the middle when we had to wait hours for it to drift ashore). 
 
We had many social occasions in Pembroke Square and were continually entertaining friends 
and relations from New Zealand and Australia. 
 
At one period we were ‘in loco parentis’ to a young nephew from Australia who was training at 
Dartmouth for the Navy. 
 
The most noteworthy thing I can remember about that is the night Geoffrey forgot his key and 
being very tall managed to climb up to the little balcony outside one of the French windows of 
our bedroom. I woke to see a huge bat-like figure - he was wearing his naval greatcoat, looming 
outside the window and got a terrible fright until I heard "Aunt Cicely its only me" 
 
On another occasion I woke to a terrific crash in the corner of the Square opposite the window. I 
rushed to see what it was and there was the street lamp lying on its side still alight and the old 
red post box also fallen and all the letters spread all over the road. There was a sports car too 
with a man huddled over the wheel. It was amazing how quickly - at 2 am - a crowd gathered. It 
turned out to be some one’s butler who had borrowed his master’s car and got roaring drunk. 
The man recovered but not the car, I heard later. 
 
Lots of funny things happened in Pembroke Square including a great many burglaries. 
 
We had some young friends living at the side of the square and one afternoon Moira sent nanny 
off for a walk with the children and while they were away she decided to put on a green herbal 
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face pack. Later she went down to the basement kitchen to cut sandwiches and hearing a noise 
thought it was nanny back. So she went up the stairs to greet them and as she emerged from the 
darkness she saw a man with a suitcase coming down from the upper storey. With a wild cry he 
dropped the suitcase and fled through the front door, the sight of a pale green face was too much 
for him: but her jewellery was saved! 
 
We ourselves were burgled three times but luckily did not lose much on any occasion except for 
some valuable Meissen porcelain and a useless revolver with the hammer sawn off.. 
 
We made frequent trips to the Continent: once to Bremen to help launch a ship. We attended 
many launchings which were always great fun as it meant a special train to various shipyards 
and marvellous lunches and free drinks and cigarettes on the train, and then another feast after 
the launching. 
 
Once we went to Belfast: the stout was wonderful. 
 
Another favourite excitement was going on trial runs round the coast. These were rather fraught 
as one never quite knew what would go wrong and sometimes it was the plumbing. One guest 
woke to find his cabin awash from the bathroom and all his boots and shoes floating quietly 
about. But otherwise they were very festive occasions with everything laid on and dancing 
every night. 
 
We went to the Royal Garden Party one year; it was interesting but there were so many people 
there you seldom met anyone you knew. Luckily we had a fine day and were able to enjoy the 
gardens and have strawberries and cream in the big marquee. 
 
Then there was the coronation to which we were ‘commanded’. it was very exciting. we had to 
be in our seats by 7am and didn’t get out of the Abbey till 3.30.pm. We sat on blue velvet stools 
which we later bought and were told that we were not allowed to take any food so we took 
Horlicks malted milk tablets and some sweets. 
 
We were most fortunate in our seats as we were up high near the choir screen, with a perfect 
view to the West Door where all the processions entered and also, by turning to the left we 
could see right across to the gallery where the Queen Mother and the Royal children and 
relations were sitting. Prince Charles got rather restless and spent most of his time on the floor 
playing with something round his grandmother’s feet! 
 
We were so busy watching the processions and picking out the various notabilities that the time 
passed very quickly. Opposite us on the other side of the Abbey were some very colourful 
Africans in fantastic robes and they were an entertainment in themselves. 
 
We had been told that if we wanted to spend a penny we had to put up or hands and Black Rod 
would come and escort us. This was terrifying and I didn’t have anything to drink before we 
left. But it turned out to be quite untrue there was ample accommodation in rows and rows of 
Elsans in a strange looking balcony built out from the sides of the Abbey and there was a pretty 
continual coming and going during and after the ceremony. 
 
It was a wonderful experience being there and the music was beautiful and we could just see the 
actual placing of the crown on the Queen’s head - and we had never expected to see so much. 
 
Afterwards we were directed to a large marquee (in Parliament Square I think) where there were 
ample drinks and Lyons sandwiches and meat pies. We were all pretty hungry and thirsty by 
3.30! 
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We finished the day by watching the procession of guests including Queen Salote of Tonga 
driving through the streets in the pouring rain with a nameless little man in a cocked hat sitting 
beside her. 
 
"Who’s that ?" asked a voice in the crowd beside us 
"That’s her breakfast" replied another voice. We all collapsed.  
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AN ANCESTOR’S LETTERS. 
 
These extracts are taken from the letters of Mr John.B.Nevill Junr. born in 1803, the son of Mr 
J.B.Nevill of Colonnade House, London N. He travelled for those days extensively, even going 
to Egypt, Palestine, Turkey and Spain, and his letters are interesting mainly from the incidental 
pictures of Europe and especially Paris at that date and the difference today. The cost of 
travelling is also instructive, and to see the diligence and the vetturino crawling from city to city 
one has to go back to the days of Dickens. It was also the day of the new steam vessel as he 
calls it; and altogether the letters conjure up a world which has entirely vanished. 
 
Dunedin 1916 E.R.Nevill. 
 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
PARIS 29 Nov. 1827. 
 
Dear Sister, 
 
You will doubtless ‘ere you receive this be expecting the hear from me, but I have waited until I 
was somewhat settled - When in Dover I called on Captain Scott but found that he had just left 
for town. I had however an interview with Mrs S -I was so fortunate as to cross the water 
without sickness although the sea was rather rough. In the boat I happen’d to be next a Scotch 
physician named Baigrie who after making one or two ‘canny’ enquiries as whether I knew 
French and whether I had ever been in France before said he should be happy to be my 
companion - 
 
We remained together some days and agreed together very well: he introduced me to a 
gentleman of the name of Lang who is studying surgery here, who is cousin to Mrs McVicar 
and the Burns - 
 
I am at present in a lodging house kept by Md Marguerite 4 Rue Montador, Place Vendome, our 
party consists of six gentlemen and two ladies all very genteel agreeable persons and I doubt not 
I shall be comfortable. 
 
We breakfast at ten; afterwards I do as indeed we all do, retire to our rooms to practise music or 
to study, about 1/2 p two or three I leave for a walk, go (to) the reading room to read the papers 
and return at five to dress for dinner at 1/2 p 5: after dinner I have not as yet gone out but amuse 
myself by conversation or play at ecart or whist.  
 
At 11 we all retire to bed. 
 
J.B.Nevill. 
 
 
 
PARIS 14 Dec. 1827. 
 
Dear Sister. 
 
You expressed a desire to know whether I had any English companions or English diet, in 
answer I believe I have more than is useful to me, as I am obliged to speak English oftener than 
I ought to. 
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Here follows a list of our party - Rev. Mr Stevens a dandy young pillar of the Church of Engd. 
Mr Barwick a senior wrangler of Cambridge, Mr Harcourt of the Royal Dragoons Mr 
Machechan late Consul for France at Tunis Mr Carrill one of Napiers officers Mr Whils a 
learned and pedantic Scotch man, Misses Brooke and Pearson.  
 
Having introduced you to our Salon I have to add that our dinners though not sumptuous are 
sufficient and we generally have a joint a little a l’anglaise -  
 
The riots in Paris though I did not mention them before in consequence of want of space were 
too true to a certain extent; it is considered that about 20 were killed and 50 wounded; it is 
generally supposed to have been the contrivance of government - I have a French Master and 
shall at present learn that only; I shall defer my Italian studies until I move South -  
 
The weather in Paris up to date has been so mild that I have not had occasion for a fire in my 
room but twice, many days lately have been as mild as May tho’ we have had a good deal of 
fog. 
 
 
 
 
PARIS 5 Feby 1828 
 
Dear Sister, 
 
I had made arrangements for leaving Paris on the 12th of this month; your last letter has 
however altered my intentions, and I have deferred my departure until the 23rd by which time I 
shall be able to hear from you again - I am delighted to hear of the probability of your visiting 
Paris you must not suppose that I shall object to a little travelling in order to meet you, but if 
you could let me know about the time it is likely you may be here I can make my arrangements 
accordingly.  
 
You take me to task for having English companions and I certainly at first thought as you do, 
that I had done wrong but I have since changed my opinion how could I have existed without a 
person to speak to excepting waiters etc. - and as it is probable I shall be for some time a 
wandered I shall have ample time for completing myself in French. Last Sunday I had a ticket 
for the Gallery of the Chapel Royal and saw King Charles, Duc d’Angouleme, Duchesse de 
Berry, Dauphine etc.  
 
The King is a tall well made old man with a pious long face and grey hair, the Duke is an ugly 
little fellow - and the ladies are sufficiently plain and undignified -  
 
Today I saw the procession of peers and deputies going to the Louvre to hear the King’s speech. 
Such a set of old carriages, bad horses and strange looking coachmen and footmen! These 
things will not do after England -  
 
We have had the tall Mr Wilson here astonishing the Parisians, poor fellow he was sadly 
persecuted, the French showed their brutish disposition by following him and annoying him by 
all manner of exclamations such as ‘Voila la Giraffe’ etc.  
 
The French have all turned English lately, all the men are dressed a l’anglaise and nothing will 
go down excepting English. The French look the strangest animals in the world with their rough 
white coats like monkeys in bear skins. 
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GRENOBLE 12 March 1828.  
 
Dear sister, 
 
By Mr Aysclough I received your last kind letter and in answer I suppose I must write you some 
of the events and observations I have made during my peregrinations southward -  
 
Before leaving Paris I had a treat in hearing two of the greatest singers in the world viz Md 
Pisirone and Madlle Sontag. Md P is certainly about the ugliest woman that ever lived but with 
a most wonderful voice she had the deepest notes of a man and the finest triple - Mddlle S is 
very pretty and fair haired German and sings beautifully - 
 
I had a description of Bonaparte from Captn Screeney who was 1st lieutenant on the vessel 
which took Nap’n to St Helena.  
 
He was 5ft 8in in height wanting the 1/8 of an inch, he had a remarkably large head and 
immense jaws, his form was heavy with large thick legs and round shoulders his hair was long 
greasy and matted and his person generally dirty, he had he says altogether a common ferocious 
and butcher-like appearance -  
 
This is certainly not what we should picture an hero, but Captn S is a thorough sailor and I don’t 
think would wish to misinterpret.  
 
And now for my ‘voyage’.  
 
I took my station in the diligence on the (???) and left 1/2p 6pm for Moulins - I passed firstly by 
Fontainbleu which is situated in a forest of 34,000 acres - Afterwards I passed Nemours, 
Fontenay, Montargis, Briare, Bois la Charite in this town on the banks of the Loire is 
established a large manufactory of chains, buttons etc. built by an Englishman of the name of 
Neville; le baron de Neuville and the Hyde de Neuville minister of the Marine of France are his 
sons.  
 
I afterwards came to Nevers and eventually to Moulines at 1/4 to 4pm being 45 1/2 hours 
completing a journey of 217 1/2 miles -  
 
This town is rendered famous as you remember by Sterne discovering his Maria in the 
neighbourhood. 
 
Moulins has a fine bridge over the Aller of 13 arches and is perfectly level. There is also a 
Royal College in the Chapel of which is a fine monument to the memory of the Duke of 
Montmorency who was beheaded at Toulouse, and women wear rather remarkable bonnets 
shaped thus....... 
 
The next day after my arrival at Monlius I took my place in the ‘malle poste’ for Lyons passing 
La Palisse and Roanne and arrived at Lyons 7pm having started 1/2 p 11 the day previous thus 
accomplishing 138 miles in 19 1/2 hours which is not so bad but it must be remembered that 
they would not allow us to stop but once to take a little coffee and bread and butter the whole 
distance and the vehicle jolts most tremendously. Went to the Hotel du Parc to the Cathedral 
which is said to be of Moorish architecture and contains a curious clock and also to the church 
of Notre Dame de Fourniere situated on a hill which commands a fine view of Lyons; this 
church is curious the interior being covered with ill painted pictures of sick men, shipwrecks 
etc. and on which is placed the date on which certain vows were made.  
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I took a little excursion to the Chateau D’pt about a league from the harbour and commanding 
the entrance; it is in a ruinous condition and could not be defended quarter of an hour, it is 
however pompously garrisoned by 40 soldiers - But there are soldiers everywhere - every little 
village is half inhabited by ill-looking military which are kept without much expense as the 
officers have about £40 per annum and the soldiers are allowed one sou per day but if they have 
mustackoes they have about 1/2 a farthing extra: 
 
Marseilles they say in the summer is infested with mosquitoes and scorpions but I was too early 
to see them - there is a musee but containing not much worth seeing , left Marseilles 1pm 26 
Mar and ar’d at Nismes 1/2 past 8 next mg.  
 
Nismes is a very interesting town as it contains the (amphitheatre?) This spot St Bruno the 
founder of the order of the Chartreuse built a monastery which was afterwards destroyed by the 
falling of immense masses of rocks - the present building is very extensive the two grand 
cloisters being 672 feet in length French - there are 30 peres who are priests and 18 freres or as 
it is corrupted in English friards who act as domestics, and are not priests - They eat no flesh but 
drink wine and water salt fish etc. They have the character of being very polite to strangers, they 
supply them with food and lodging and give them any information that may be desired. This 
order of monks was before the time of Henry 8 numerous in England the Cleartreuse or Charter 
House as it is called was one of their establishments -  
 
I had an opportunity in Grenoble of seeing the ceremony of the execution of a criminal. The 
culprit was a man who had murdered a woman while travelling on the high road draped in 
man’s apparel, after his conviction he confessed having committed 4 assassinations tho’ only 27 
years of age - the guillotine was placed in the most public part of the town and the execution 
took place at mid day, he mounted the platform with a priest and after addressing a few words to 
the people the greater part of whom were females he placed his head in a groove, the blade 
descended, the edge of which is sloped and not level, and his head fell in a box prepared for it, 
they then put the body and head together in a rough wooden coffin and took it away in a cart - 
the whole is performed in a most prompt manner. 
 
After leaving Grenoble you quickly enter the province of Savoy, passing the Chateau of Bayard.  
 
On the Sardinian frontier my luggage and that of my fellow travellers underwent a most minute 
search - Chambery is the capital of Savoy, but is not a large town - the houses are generally 
about three stories high - this town has been rendered famous by Rousseau. I took a walk to 
‘Les charmettes’ the residence of M’de Warner and of Rocesseaee - the house contains the 
portraits of these two personages and some of the original furniture. 
 
J.B.N. 
 
 
 
 
MILAN 15 October 1828 
 
Dear Sister, 
 
By the commencement of my letter you will perceive that I am now in Italy but I must defer 
giving you my opinion of the country until I have seen more of it -  
 
I left Paris on the 24 September and took the route by Dijon to Geneva from Geneva I started 
Oct. 5 and persued the road through the Valais until I reached the famous Semplon road which 
was formed by order of Napoleon and is considered one of the most stupendous works of 
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modern times it is a most wonderful performance on either side rise the highest alps whilst the 
road is in no part steep.  
 
After passing the village of Simplon and entering Italy the difference is very striking and the 
scenery immediately becomes rich and varied instead of the extensive monotonous flats of 
France. It is a country of trees and verdure which as yet have not lost all their green freshness. 
The roads are remarkably good and what to me is surprising there is not the least dust from 
them, which may be caused by the materials of which they are composed - 
 
I slept the first night at Bareno and found in the salon where I ate my supper a book of 
subscriptions for the family of the postillion who formerly drew the diligence in which I 
travelled who had been killed by the bandetti for having refrained to stop at their order. The next 
day I took a boat in order to visit the Borreneau Isles in the lake Maggiore ( ?) there are three , 
the first is inhabited mainly by fishermen, the isla Bela; Isla Madie is inhabited occasionally by 
the owners, the family of Baviomeo.  
 
In the Isla Bella is an interesting and beautiful palace adorned by a number of fine paintings the 
island is planted by an immense number of rare plants and in the Isle Madie I saw an aged aloe 
in flower, the gardener told me that after vegetating a hundred years the stem suddenly burst 
forth and I think in the short space of thirty four days was at its greatest height, after it has done 
flowering it dies. 
 
I landed at Laveuo the first town on the Austrian frontier which I left for Varese where I slept, it 
was here that about three o’clock in the morning (I was woken) by my bed shaking in the most 
violent manner, Capt. Healing who is travelling with me was awakened in the same moment and 
we were not a little puzzled to know the cause which we afterwards found to be an earthquake 
which was felt over most of the North of Italy. I know not whether you had it in England, there 
was a ridiculous report spread at Milan that half of London had been destroyed by it.  
 
From Varese I went to Como, the lake, and the palace formerly inhabited by the queen are very 
pretty the theatre and the baths are all that is shown to strangers. 
 
Mr Aycouglis had been just written in the book, he could not have left many hours. Beegamo! is 
now living in Pisa the Austrian government have stript him of all his order. Made Porta is 
residing on the lake of Como some say in company with an Englishman? I left Como for Milan 
I think I shall leave tomorrow for Genoa and after passing Pisa I think I shall spend a month in 
Florence and if you write I think you had better direct to the ‘poste restante’ Florence. 
 
 
 
 
FLORENCE 19 Nov. 1828. 
 
Dear Sister, 
 
I received your letter dated the 1st Feite Day(?) about a fortnight is the time generally occupied 
for conveying letter from Florence to London. 
 
I arrived at this town the 26 Oct. having taken the route via Pavia Geves? Pisa Leghorn etc. the 
first objects worth attention after leaving Milan is the Chartreuse at present it is .......... but the 
splendour of the decorations is truly (magnificent ?) the interior of St Peters and splendidly 
adorned with statues gilding mosaics etc. the only monument of any interest is that of the 
Stuarts who are all dubb’d Kings here, but on the whole I prefer St Pauls as to general 
appearance and also the Milan Cathedral.  
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There is plenty of society here for those who are satisfied with it - Torlonia Duke of Bracciano 
the banker gives weekly parties. I have however only been to one which I found very stupid so 
did not go again. I have invitations from him for the 22nd of this and 5 of next month to balls - 
perhaps I may go.  
 
All the foreign ministers here keep in a manner open houses the only introduction necessary 
being to leave your card after which you receive an invitation. I have not however availed 
myself of their liberality as there is mighty little entertainment in walking about among a parcel 
of people whom you do not know - there are about 1200 English at present in Rome 
consequently lodgings are dear and difficult to procure. - During Christmas there have been a 
number of ceremonies at the different churches, but there is a great sameness in them and have 
nothing to recommend them after the novelty is past.. 
 
On all these occasions the impudency of the English women is surprising.  
 
The carnival will shortly take place here which I expect will be nothing but folly and low 
buffoonery and indeed there would be the means of pleasing the uneducated and trifling minds 
of the Italians. 
 
John B Neville. 
 
 
 
 
NAPLES 2 March 1829 
 
Dear Sister,  
 
I received your letter containing an account of the unexpected and lamentable death of poor 
Henry. 
 
I assure you I was more affected than I could have expected tho’ I saw his death mentioned in 
the paper before I received your letter yet I could have no idea of the shocking circumstances 
attending the event. 
 
(Mr Henry Nevill brother of the writer was shot by brigands in a coach in Mexico owing to the 
folly of one of his fellow travellers who tried to resist and so brought upon the others the same 
dreadful fate as himself. Ed). 
 
Death has also been busy at Rome but his victim is to us a person of little consequence, Pope 
Leo XIIth died on the 12th Feby to the regret of the Romans, as an immediate stop was put to 
the Carnival, to balls, theatres and all amusement; all strangers who could conveniently, left 
Rome after the ceremonies succeeding his death amongst whom I was one - the second day after 
his death he was laid in state in the Vatican but without an attempt at splendour, he was 
afterwards removed to St Peters and placed in one of the chapels with his foot thro’ the grating 
of the iron gates this was for the good Christians to kiss and make their peace with the departed 
spirit.  
 
The Sunday following he was put in his coffin and put in the wall of St Peters. The hopes of the 
sight seekers were thus all concentrated in the ceremonies of the 20th and 21st and 22nd and 
they were again disappointed - a large peramid painted to resemble marble was placed in the 
centre of St Peters surrounded by a number of wax lights and occasionally some signing in one 
of the chapels -that was all - on the 23rd the cardinals retired into conclave to elect a new Pope 
and an immense crowd assembled to view the procession which was absolutely nothing but a 
few soldiers old men and servants walking and even that was not seen by 3/4 of the people-  
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On the 24th I left for Naples and arrived the next day in about 32 hours which is not bad 
travelling for 152 miles - I found Naples so full of strangers that the difficulty of procuring 
lodgings was immense.  
 
The Bay of Naples and the surrounding country are beautiful in the extreme; were it not for the 
excessive filth of the natives it would be a most desirable residence as provisions are plentiful 
and cheap.  
 
I shall wait a short time until the season is more advanced and then take an excursion to 
Vesuvius, Herculaneum and Pompeii which I expect I will find more interesting than any else 
on the continent -  
 
I was in time to witness two of their grandest days of carnival and you cannot conceive anything 
less interesting it consists entirely of two rows of carriages driving up and down the Soledo the 
principal street and the only fun consists of pelting each other with balls of chalk.  
 
There were masquerades at St Carlo (the largest theatre in Europe) in the evening which were 
much the same as those I have already seen excepting they were more stupid.  
 
You ask me in your letter of the news concerning my progress in Italian and oil painting; in 
Italian I have made sufficient progress for necessary purposes and I care little about perfecting 
myself as the Italian of Rome cannot be understood by the Italians of Naples I speak of the 
lower orders as French is generally spoken in good society - Oil painting I have not attempted 
indeed I am disgusted with the Italian school, not but that as painters they are the finest in the 
world. 
 
John B Neville. 
 
 
 
 
NAPLES 21 April 1829. 
 
Dear Sister, 
 
I received your last letter the 14th which I believe to be about the average time occupied by the 
post to this place -  
 
I am now tolerably settled at Naples with my windows looking directly on Vesuvius and baring 
some inconveniences which must always be expected I like this town better than most which I 
have seen - the sun now is certainly as powerful here as you ever have it in England and tho’ it 
has been so for some time past yet vegetation does not appear much more forward than with 
you, the trees are not yet out in full leaf, tho’ in your last you talk of blossom.  
 
I have seen most of the wonders in the neighbourhood of Naples and they certainly are wonders 
- the first excursion I made was to Vesuvius about an hour’s drive from Naples (in?) Porhai 
(Portici?) when two of our party took mules, and engaged a guide, while another gentleman and 
myself commenced the circuit on foot; about 1 -1/2 miles from the summit the road became 
extremely difficult we however arrived at the edge of the crater when an immense abyss 
presented itself; filled with smoke and from time to time are heard loud reports but we should 
have had no idea of the volcano had we not descended into the crater after considerable 
exertions we arrived at a bed of lava about 200 feet from the edge this was so hot in some parts 
as to burn our shoes it was divided by fissures the bottom of which was red hot. In the centre of 
the crater is a cone from which red hot stones are continually thrown - rather lower in this cone 
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is a mouth from which a stream of red hot lava issued the heat here is excessive - we descended 
to Portici a village built on the ancient Herculaneum and descended to the ancient theatre which 
was an immense theatrum larger than any theatre now in existence as it is necessary to view it in 
detail and with torches and as the earth is only partly removed it is somewhat complicated - we 
saw also a private house which has been lately uncovered near the sea which is thrown open to 
the light and appears but lately built excepting that the upper floor is destroyed -  
 
I have seen most of the antiquities and temples which do not merit a particular description, have 
seen the ruins of Paestum an ancient city of the Samnita 55 miles distant these ruins were visited 
by Augustus as remarkable in his days; they were however forgotten and unknown for ages in 
the desert where they are placed until the year 1755 when they were discovered. I have seen 
Pompeii a city exposed to view after having been hid in ashes nearly 2000 years, there are the 
temples the houses the tombs, the utensils, I have walked in the street worn by the carriages of 
the ancients- most of the implements and other remains have been removed to the (museum?) 
which is now, enriched as it is with the spoils of Pompei the most interesting museum in the 
world. 
 
I was fortunate enough to obtain admission last Thursday being Holy Thursday to witness some 
curious ceremonies -  
 
After witnessing High Mass in the Royal Chapel I passed to a large stall where his majesty 
amused himself by washing the feet of 12 old men while her majesty performed the same office 
for 12 young women - Two tables were placed one at each side of the room, at one were placed 
the men dressed like pilgrims with long haired wigs - at the other the women.  
 
The King and Queen assisted by the Royal brood amounting to the number of ten commenced 
placing a number of dishes before the poor creatures and afterwards taking them off again, for 
they were not allowed to eat any of them. Afterwards the Queen went to each of the girls and 
placed a bag around their necks containing fifty crowns which is, I believe a wedding portion. 
She gave each of them a kiss and then the religious ceremony ended -  
 
The Neapolitans do not seem satisfied with their government - three men were beheaded about a 
fortnight ago they were all merchants and two of them were said to be the richest in town, there 
were also some priests condemned but they were not executed for superstition is even too strong 
for despotism. Superstition rules the people here most completely hardly a shop or a lemonade 
stall that is not garnished with Madonnas and Saints and many of the walls are embellished with 
the representations of hell and heaven -  
 
I think I did not mention I had seen the ceremony of the liquifying of the blood of St Gennario I 
need not observe it was a complete farce.  
 
I went lately to the feast of Madonna del Arco it is held about six miles from Naples and an 
immense number of country people were assembled dressed in fantastic dresses, dancing the 
tarantelle the national dance and playing the tambourine and other amusements, it is a religious 
feast. I entered the church and bought a book for a grain? to preserve one from fevers and all 
other complaints - I was astonished at the number of ex votos with which the walls were 
covered but more to see two men and a woman led towards the Madonna like dogs at the end of 
a handkerchief crawling on their hands and knees and licking up the dust. The priests were is 
little boxes carrying on a brisk trade in relics. 
 
John B Neville 
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CAIRO 16 Dec 1829. 
 
Dear Sister, 
 
I have received no answer to my last of 12 September but as I shall leave this town for Thebes 
and upper Egypt in a day or two, I think it better to write before I depart as the period of my 
return is uncertain -  
 
When I wrote from Malta I had just arrived and consequently could not give my opinion of the 
island. I afterwards remained upwards of a month and received considerable attention from 
some of its inhabitants which no doubt was principally owing to Mr Iliffe whose kindness I beg 
gratefully to acknowledge. - You will most probably have heard of the rather alarming incident 
that befell Mr I as he was feeding his canaries he fell down in a fit and was found in a state of 
insensibility by a man employed in the garden. He had not entirely recovered when I left Malta. 
Malta appears to me about the most comfortable spot out of England the town is much more 
cleanly than the Continental cities and provisions are good and plentiful its disadvantages 
consist of having no country being little more than a rock - society as much divided as is 
generally the case where persons are poor and proud - There is too much scandal and too much 
occasion for it -  
 
On the 2nd of Nov I embarked on board the William for Alexandria and arrived on the evening 
of the 8th off the shores of Egypt having made a capital voyage the direct distance being 850 
miles - when I landed I was much pleased and amused by the novelty of the scene. Everything 
appeared different from what I had been accustomed to and the camels, donkies, Turks, Arabs, 
the houses, the country, the date trees all were new and strange - Alexandria is however an 
abominably dirty town and the streets are so narrow that it is almost dangerous to walk in them 
as it is difficult to escape being knocked down by the loaded camels - 
 
I went to Pompey’s pillar which is a short distance from the town and also to Cleopatras 
Needles.  
 
I have been to the battle ground where Abercrombie fell and even now the plain is strewed with 
bones. -  
 
From Alexandria to Rosetta I passed over the desert, as the banks of the canal were broken 
down by the overflowing of the Nile, which has been very high this year. At Rosetta we were so 
fortunate as to meet with Mr Galloway the engineer to the bashaw, in whose house we stopped 
and he was afterwards so kind as to lend us his ‘‘cangie’ or Nile Boat to take us to Cairo, in 
which we started 24th Nov and arrived on the 29th. 
 
Cairo is about two miles from the river and in sufficiently dirty condition.  
 
The streets are exceedingly narrow, so much so that a person may actually shake hands with his 
opposite neighbour in many of them - Since I have been here I have been partaking of M Poizin 
a French gentleman and Danish consul here- 
 
I am gradually getting used to Turkish habits, and smoke a ‘clubook’ with much satisfaction.  
 
I think you would not recognise me in my Turkish costume it makes of course a great difference 
-  
 
A large party of English people passed through Cairo a few days past on their return from Upper 
Egypt consisting of Lord Yarmough Hon Mr Groovenor (Grosvenor?) Mr Villien, Capt. Irby etc 
etc. The Hon Mr King son of Lord King has been here some time and generally passes the 
evening with us.  
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I have returned from my excursion to the Pyramids three days and have been much pleased and 
astonished which is saying much for I have been disappointed with most objects which have 
been much spoken of.  
 
The first day we devoted to viewing the pyramid of Giza which are distant from Cairo five 
hours - The sphynx is little more than an immense shapeless mass - We passed to the great 
pyramid of Cheops, the optical deception on approaching this immense pile cannot be imagined 
when only a few minutes walk distant my companion exclaimed "Why, it is of brick" and 
indeed it had the appearance of being formed by small bricks but on a nearer approach we found 
that what we supposed were bricks were enormous blocks of stones; the raising of every one of 
which appears a miracle the height of this pyramid which is I believe upwards of 600 feet.  
 
We then entered into the interior by a small opening considerably above the base of the pyramid 
and proceeded through a long narrow and low passage to the great chambers in which remains a 
large granite tomb, and afterwards to another chamber above we had rather a tough job 
mounting to the top, but we obtained a fine view - the next pyramid is smaller but it appears 
nearly the same size, the third is much smaller -  
 
Around the pyramids the number of mummy pits is much greater than I had any idea of, the 
quantity of mummies which must have been taken from these pit must have been very great. I 
saw some which had been lately opened the mummies had been removed but the stone and 
marble coffins remained.  
 
We passed the country to Sakkarak and visited the pyramids there and entered into the largest of 
them the entrance gallery is so low that for a considerable distance we were obliged to crawl 
with our faces nearly touching the ground an exercise somewhat laborious. 
 
The site of the ancient Memphis is near the village of Sakkarah nothing remains but one 
enormous colossal statue lying on its face, a single pillar nearly buried in the earth and some 
brick ruins - 
 
Provisions in Egypt are cheap but not various, in Cairo of course most things are to be procured 
but in the country little excepting fowls pigeons eggs and milk, the price of fowls is generally 
about 3- 1/2d but they are very small eggs about 40 for a piastre 3-1/2, you will agree that these 
prices would suit me well but on the other hand I am obliged to keep a servant to interpret and 
the expense of my dress has been rather heavy - I drew on the 15th Dec. for £50 through M 
Poizin of Cairo - Direct your next care of Maltass Esq., HBM’s vice consul of Cairo. 
 
John B Neville. 
 
 
 
 
CAIRO Hillarab 1830. 
 
Dear Sister, 
 
I received your last letter on my return from Upper Egypt the 24th of last month, it is 
satisfactory as far as it goes but I have to complain of its shortness; you should not be afraid of 
not giving me news at any rate till the sheet be well filled -  
 
You will be anxious to know how I have been pleased with Egypt - very well - of course all the 
comforts of Europe were not to be found but those inconveniences are not so great but that they 
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may be endured at least for a short period, and the antiquities would repay a person for ten times 
greater privations. 
 
I am not generally a blind admirer of everything old and I have not been able to see the 
particular beauties of some antiquities at Rome and elsewhere but the size, magnificence and 
splendour of the ruins in Egypt exceed conception or belief added to which there is their great 
antiquity the history of the people who built these vast edifices is lost and unknown. I shall not 
attempt to describe the wonders of Egypt as I should certainly fail and besides you have 
opportunities of reading other travellers works by the way you have perhaps heard of Maddens 
work - it is a collection of lies it talks of dangers and difficulties which I have neither found nor 
feared -  
 
I went as far as the isle of Plilas in Nubia and I should have gone further if circumstances would 
allow.  
 
This country is horribly misgoverned you have heard of people dying of hunger I have seen it 
and in a land of plenty. Everything is taken by the Pasha; the cultivators are not allowed to sell 
their produce except to the pasha who pays them at his own price and sells it in Europe and 
elsewhere so that the inhabitants have not bread to eat; they are absolutely obliged to eat 
(clover?) and graze like cattle.  
 
Most of the misery of Egypt arises from the expenses of the pasha’s useless army and navy, he 
now has 10,000 troops which at the appearance of an enemy will most certainly all run away.  
 
The character of the present Governor of Egypt is much mistaken in Europe he appears to some 
to be not better than an obstinate miser who has collected money at the expense of the lives of 
his subjects. I have heard that there are at present 200 villages less in number than in the time of 
the French and the population is rapidly dwindling.. - 
 
On my return to Cairo I found that the town had been quite gay several balls had been given by 
the Frank inhabitants. I had an opportunity of going to one - the last - you will be surprised that 
the people here are so civilised and I have no doubt the Turks here were surprised also, it is the 
first year that anything of the kind has taken place and was set on foot by a number of the 
French officers in the service of the pasha - I was much amused by the motley group of Franks, 
Greeks, Jews and Armenians in their different costumes. The ladies were few in number and 
mostly Greeks - the dances were mostly English country dances which is very remarkable as 
here were but two English in the room besides myself and they did not dance. I do not know 
where they could learn them.  
 
There are now in Cairo three Englishmen who have resided here some time and are employed in 
scientific researches viz Mr Hay, Mr Burton and Mr Wilkinson. Mr Hay is a gent of large 
property some relation of the Marquis of Tweedale he is married to a Greek. I dined with him 
the other day a la Turque -  
 
Mr Burton is the son of Mr Burton the Architect of London and has been here ten years he has 
assumed entirely the manners of a Turk and would not receive his own brother into his house in 
Frank dress -  
 
Mr Baker the consul has just parted from Cairo he has been to demand on the part of English 
government a passage for English merchandise thro’ Egypt and the establishment of a factory at 
Cossair at least that is what is reported was the object of his mission, it is also said that he has 
been refused, I cannot however depend on the Cairo reports as there have been plenty of strange 
ones, one was that the Sultan had made a present of Egypt to the English.  
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Egypt should be considered a desirable possession by any power; as far as the natives are 
concerned they would receive no opposition - many English officers have lately returned to 
England from India by way of Egypt. I met several at Afunnah (?) in Upper Egypt. 
 
I also met 6 English miners from the midland counties who were sent by the pasha to Kourdifau 
to search for iron. They will all die of course for the climate is horrible - I suppose Mr 
Champollion’s work on Egypt has or will soon make a great noise in England it is the general 
opinion here that he is a clever man and understands hieroglyphics he considers that he has 
found the names of kings who have reigned in Egypt much before the date of the Vulgar era - 
There is no doubt that the hieroglphical alphabet is known. Messrs Burton Wilkinson Major 
Felix Campollion etc. have all published one which agrees one with the other in the main. 
 
I think I can give you an idea of Egypt generally. South of Cairo it consists only of one large 
valley through which the Nile passes- this valley is bounded by two rows of mountains which 
are the limit of the waters during the overflow of the rivers so that during the overflow Egypt 
appears a sea and the villages little islands - An Arab village may be distinguished at a distance 
by a clump of date trees which always surround it. The village itself is merely a collection of 
miserable ‘low mud huts without windows or furniture except occasionally a mat and some 
water jugs - The principal employment of the women is to fetch water from the Nile Their dress 
consists only of a blue cotton skirt they are an ugly race tho’ they pretend to a great deal of 
modesty always covering the face with a part of their clothes - 
 
In Cairo and Alexandria they wear a black silk mask the children of both sexes go generally 
naked -  
 
The Arabs have the character of being an idle set, I think they merit it, but perhaps it is much 
owing to the government under which they live -  
 
I have made an agreement for some camels to take me over the desert to Jerusalem and Syria I 
think I shall part Sunday next. You had better direct your next letter to the care of HB’s consul 
at Constantinople tho’ I cannot at present say when I shall be there. There was a report at Cairo 
that the plague was raging in that city if I find that is the case, I shall not go, but I think the 
report is false. Remember me etc. 
 
John B Neville. 
 
 
 
 
CONSTANTINOPLE 24 August 1830 
 
Dear Sister, 
 
As I believe the dating of my last letter was March 12 I have no doubt you will have been 
expecting to hear from me ere you will receive this but I have travelled in countries where it is 
not easy to put a letter in the post at any minute. 
 
The day before my departure from Cairo I obtained rather unexpectedly an interview with that 
great character Mehmet Ale of Egypt.  
 
He is an old man much resembling other old Turks, and I need not describe him further as his 
appearance can be but of little interest to you, he gave me a cup of coffee without sugar, and 
asked some indifferent questions and I then took my departure - 
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On the 14th May I left Cairo to pass the desert to Jerusalem. I did not at first like camel-riding it 
fatigued me amazingly, but I soon became used to it; you may well suppose there is little 
interest in travelling in a desert without seeing a tree or a house or even a tent, drinking stinking 
water and eating bad bread.  
 
We passed by way of Suez which made the road rather longer and we did not arrive at Gaza the 
first town out of the desert until the 23rd. The country about Gaza and indeed the whole of the 
land of the Philistines is rich and fertile.  
 
Owing to some misunderstanding with the Governor we were obliged to go to Jaffa tho’ not the 
road we had intended to take - From Jaffa to the holy city the road is wretched and infested by 
parties of Arabs who demand tribute, but which we constantly refused.  
 
On approaching Jerusalem my disappointment was excessive, not with the town, that is quite as 
good as I expected, but the country is the most horrible bleak barren and desolate collection of 
rocks that can be imagined. I never saw any country so miserable. We arrived at Jerusalem at 
the most favourable time, viz, the holy week or rather two holy weeks one for the Greeks and 
another for the Latins the Jews were also assembled for their Passover yet notwithstanding the 
number of strangers the town still appeared badly populated. 
 
The present great church is built on Mount Calvary and is divided into three parts, one for the 
Greeks, one for the Latins and one for the Armenians. The holy sepulchre is a square building of 
white marble here the Greeks perform an annual miracle they cause fire to proceed from an 
aperture in the sepulchre which the people suppose comes direct from heaven.  
 
I saw a scene of ignorance and superstition which cannot be conceived.  
 
As there were many Europeans in the town viz 1 Russian 3 French 1 Swiss and 1 Fleming 
besides two English we considered ourselves strong enough to go to the Jordan and Dead Sea 
and therefore started armed to the teeth and accompanied by 4 Turkish guards and a number of 
Greek pilgrims.  
 
Notwithstanding our formidable appearance we were however threatened with an attack on our 
return by a large party of Arabs but when we had discharged a few pistols and drawn in line 
they renounced their intentions -  
 
We returned to the valley of Jehoshiphet.  
 
In Jerusalem is shown the house of the Pharisee with the impression of Christ’s foot in stone. 
Herods house Pilates house and the Garden of Gethsemane, Tomb of Absolom the house of 
David. I am anxious to get to Europe and Civilization I don’ think I shall return to the East. 
 
John B Neville. 
 
 
 
 
ROME 6th Dec. 1830. 
 
Dear Sister, 
 
My last letter was directed from Constantinople which I trust you received. I desired that you 
would sent your answer to Malta which I have no doubt you did, but as I could not find a vessel 
to take me to Malta so easily as I expected, I took advantage of an opportunity which occurred 
and sailed for Lante, in consequence of this change of plan I have not had an answer to my last 
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letter and I feel I shall not, as I do not find one here tho’ I wrote to Malta to have any letters 
directed to this town . I hope however no news is good news. 
 
On my arrival at Lante I was condemned to solitary confinement for 25 days in the lazzaretto a 
horrible unhealthy place all the rooms were occupied and they wished to put me under an open 
shed where the head of the lazzaretto himself said cattle could not live, this I refused to enter 
and at length succeeded in getting a room ceded to me - 
 
I found by taking what they call the Spoglio I might escape with 14 days and this I resolved to 
do but it cost me enormously as one is obliged to buy every article of clothes new from the 
town. I was deprived of every book and paper, my room was without bed table or chair all of 
which I was obliged to hire, a man was put to guard me who I was forced to pay, and keep and I 
found that my brief confinement in this miserable prison cost me the almost incredible sum of 
78 dollars! for which to be sure I had a bad suit of clothes - the garrison however showed me 
some attention the colonel called on me at the quarantine and I afterwards went to a ball at his 
house and I was a member of the mess of the 10th regiment who are stationed there. 
 
From Lante I passed on to Corfu where I remained a fortnight and thence to Ancona where was 
another quarantine to go through of 18 days , but by sending a petition to the secretary of state 
at Rome I had it reduced to 4 days. The lazzaretto is good and not quite so expensive as at 
Lante.  
 
When I got clear of (I think ) the last lazzaretto I shall ever be in I took my departure for Rome.  
 
The only object particularly remarkable in the road is the famous "Notre Dame of Loretto" the 
lady is a little body perfectly black but she performs miracles far and near. The number of 
pilgrims who visit her shrine is immense, many leave rich presents for the black virgin, so that 
when the French entered Italy they found an enormous booty in the treasury which they were for 
prophane as to take away - the riches are now fast accumulating for other plunderers;  
 
I should mention that in justice to the French it is not certain that they did commit the robbery 
many persons say the priests took care of the property and accused the French of the impiety. In 
the centre of the church is an ancient brick building enclosed in another of richly sculptured 
marble. This is believed to be the identical house in which Jesus lived in Nazareth and which 
angels carried from Syria to Loreto!  
 
I was not very fortunate in my companions in the coach, they were three Irish Jesuits one old 
man and two youths who were going to the Jesuits College at Rome to study, the agreement 
they made with the owner of the coach was curious, he was not to allow any woman to enter 
any part of the vehicle nor was he to blaspheme or swear nor allow others to do so in their 
presence - I assure you the Irish and English Catholics are laughed at even in Italy and it appears 
a general idea that Catholicism is making rapid strides in England.  
 
I heard of the death of the Pope when on my road and on my arrival yesterday I found it was 
true, I saw him this morning lying dead with his foot put through the iron railings of a chapel to 
be kissed - It is rather curious that a similar event occurred when I was last at Rome. 
 
I did not object to it on that occasion as I had an opportunity of witnessing the ceremonies, but 
they are not worth seeing twice and on these occasions the town is very dull all the theatres 
being closed, there are very few strangers at Rome partly in consequence of late political events 
and partly perhaps because the Pope’s death has been expected. I should not myself remain, but 
I have no choice, without money -  
 
I read in the paper of the death of Mr Iliff of Malta I thought he could not live long - since my 
return to Italy I consider myself quite near home and I shall therefore expect an answer to this 
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letter very soon more particularly as I shall probably be anxious to leave Rome. We have had 
continual rains lately but the weather is very mild which is fortunate as I might feel it if the 
weather was severe after the warm countries which I have been visiting but I have the 
satisfaction of stating that notwithstanding I have gone through something almost amounting to 
hardship that they have not injured my health which is excellent at present and I almost fancy I 
am getting a little fat on my bones. 
 
 
J.B.Neville. 
 
 
 
 
TRIESTE 22 March 1831. 
 
Dear Sister, 
 
When I arrived in Florence the carnival had not finished, the Ex Dey of Algiers was present at 
many of the Masquerades and did not seem to understand the liberty the ladies allowed 
themselves. One Englishwoman presented her hand for him to kiss, which he refused to do -  
 
The conduct of the Englishwoman abroad is very disgraceful.  
 
I left Florence for Boulogne( Bologna?); on entering the Boulognese territory I was 
recommended to mount the tricolour cockage which I did as I have little choice as to colours.  
 
At Boulogne a singular scene presented itself. every man was a national guardsman mounted 
moustachoes an uniform or part thereof according to his fancy and a sword if he had means to 
procure one.  
 
At the theatres between each act, the Marsaillaise and other patriotic songs were sung by the 
company; but the time I expect will be very nearly shortly altered as the Austrians are certainly 
intending to march on Boulogne.  
 
Ferrara when I was there was occupied by 4000 troops and I met another regiment after I had 
left that town.  
 
I arrived at Venice the 18 March when I received your letter together with one from Jonathon 
which gave me an invitation to Nottingham. I promised to visit him if possible. 
 
I have heard no details of the wedding but doubtless they went through the necessary 
ceremonies in nearly the usual manner. Remember me to all friends particularly the old woman 
in the corner etc. 
 
 
 
 
COLOGNE 31 May 1831. 
 
I received your letter at Vienna - I need not give you a particular account of that capital as I will 
leave it to such time as I may give it to you verbally  
 
I found the people good - tempered happy and stupid enjoying beer and tobacco and waltzing 
and not minding politics- the town is small and not remarkable, but the suburbs are very 
extensive.  
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I did not meet with so many English there as I expected but it appears rather out of their track. 
By the way I see Sir Fred Lamb is going there as Ambassador and my Friend Lord Cowley 
returns. I dined with his Lordship once - from Vienna I left for Munich which I found a very 
fine city and the theatre one of the finest in Europe.  
 
Thence to Strattgard (Stuttgart ?) Frankfort and the Rhine to ............(?)...... I need not prolong 
my letter as you will have by this time guessed my chief motive for writing and besides I am 
much hurried as the post closes soon. 
 
 
 
 
PARIS 9 September 1831. 
 
You are aware I took up my quarters at Brighton with Mrs Mounier 80 Grand Parade.  
 
I remained there a week and was comfortable........ I was sorry not to have it in my power to 
accompany Mr Slannow but he was too rapid in his movements.......  
 
I had a good passage over the water being a perfect calm and arrived here without any 
adventure.  
 
Paris is much changed, nothing but politics, a news room is opened in almost every street, and 
hawkers of newspapers are parading the streets morning noon and night, not being much of a 
politician I don’t consider the alteration an improvement. There will probably be another change 
soon. Louis is only half a king. The republican party in number and man in intellect as most 
Frenchmen are (sic) The ‘grade (guard?) national’ are very pleased with their uniform, and take 
every opportunity of strutting about in it. There is to be a review of them on Sunday.  
 
Don Pedro and the Ex Dey are here, they were together at the opera a few days ago, the Ex Dey 
appears to admire the French dancing more than French cooking for when he dined with one of 
the ministers he made an agreement to have his dinner cooked by his own cook. There are 
comparatively few English in Paris, enough but not such crowds as I have remarked formerly.. 
 
 
 
 
FLORENCE 19 Nov. 1831. 
 
I left Paris soon after receiving you last and have since passed through Germany by Frankfort 
Carlsruhe and to Basle in Switzerland which town I found in a very disturbed state. The 
peasants waging a sort of war against the inhabitants of the town, at the time they were quiet in 
consequence of the town being full of troops: to Berne and Geneva, passed Savoy, crossed 
Mount Cenis to Italy, Turin which I found one of the finest cities in Europe but somewhat dull 
to Genoa where I remained eight days to Leghorn and remained six days - then to Florence 
where I arrived last night, today I went to my bankers who told me that the post parted today at 
four o’clock, it is now near three so that I shall have no time.  
 
I am very sorry to read such bad accounts from England what with reform riots and cholera. I 
begin to think I am better where I am, today I read that the horrid Burking system is begun in 
London I hope for the honour of my country it will prove false.  
 
In all reform meetings I feel honoured by seeing the name of my much loved relative cousin 
Savage - how stands the a/c?  
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England appears to me to be in a bad state and I fear trade must suffer from it - the stupid dolts 
of lords and stupider bishops - all the people on the continent complain of the dearth of English 
travellers and certainly in comparison there are very few, this must be a good thing for the 
watering places of England, for me from my late little sample of England I think on the whole I 
am better away.  
 
I enjoy decidedly better health, which is one great object - Tell me in your next how my Mother 
has been since I left; I fear she thought I did not act kindly towards her, I remember she thought 
I had no natural affection, in which respect perhaps I am not so fortunate. 
 
 
 
 
FLORENCE 23 JAN 1832. 
 
In consequence of the illness of the grand Duchess Florence is not so gay as usual, but I have 
been to one or two balls and I am invited to some others and as I found that waltzing was the 
order of the day, what do you think of me committing myself to the cares of a dancing master? 
Yes, I have positively been learning to waltz and tho’ you may think my head was turned before 
I began, yet I assure you it turned more when I did begin, however that passed and I can now 
imitate the tetohun tolerably.  
 
Boulogne (Bologna?) is still in a disturbed state and Rome in consequence very dull, as the poor 
Pope has no money to throw away on church ceremonies, there will be no carnival this year at 
Rome which I don’t regret as I have no inclination to go there again, my next move I expect will 
be Northwards to Germany -  
 
I have had my health very well lately. There has been an earthquake at Rome which has done 
some damage to the antiquities and I have heard that the Austrians have entered Boulogne. 
 
How do you reconcile yourselves in England to the cholera, I suppose now it is no longer 
dreaded.  
 
The Reform Bill will now pass as a matter of course as there are to be more new lords, we have 
one of the late new Lords residing here, Lord Wenlock, his chaplain is Mr Sandford who is 
married to the divorced Lady Cloncurry. 
 
 
 
 
MILAN 12 April 1832. 
 
I arrived in this town yesterday. 
 
I passed through Boulogne, it has changed since the last time I passed through it. There are now 
no tri-colored cockades to be seen, the people appear more reconciled to the Austrians than they 
were at first, indeed their conduct is very orderly and very different from that of the troops of 
His Holiness; the day I arrived some of the pope’s soldiers were discovered who had broken 
into a church and robbed the poor-box, they are a most select crew and can easily be 
distinguished notwithstanding they are now dressed in Austrian uniforms.  
 
The towns on the road presented sufficient proof of the violence of the late earthquakes, Reggie 
particularly, a great number of the houses are propped to prevent their falling and scarcely a 
house there or at Modena and Palma (Parma) has not sustained some injury. 
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They say the great little Duke of Modena declares it is a visitation of Providence to punish the 
people for the late revolutions. 
 
The cholera seems to have commenced furiously at Paris and from the want of cleanliness in 
their houses I have no doubt it will be much more fatal than at London where I suppose now it 
is thought but little of. 
 
 
 
 
MUNICH 28 May 1832. 
 
I had rather an unpleasant journey across the Splugen from Milan, it is a pass that can only be 
made in winter by means of sledges, and when I passed it was only the second day for carriages, 
consequently the road was exceedingly bad, we had in many parts merely a narrow path cut 
through the snow which was on each side higher than the top of the carriage, added to which it 
was snowing almost the whole day. 
 
 
 
 
BADEN- BADEN July 13 1832. 
 
I had an opportunity of seeing Sir Walter Scott at Munich -  
 
He came to the same hotel in which I was stopping, he was very fat and lame, and a Mr Douglas 
who sat next to me at the table d’hôte assured me he persisted in drinking a bottle of champagne 
a day notwithstanding the advice of his medical men, the consequences have since been as 
might be expected.  
 
Berlin did not please me much the new Part of the town is very handsome, the streets wide and 
straight with fine public buildings but the population is not in proportion to the size of the town 
which gives it an air of dullness.  
 
The wool market was during my stay and a number of Leeds buyers were consequently in 
Berlin. I had an opportunity of speaking with some of them who complained sadly, the wools 
fetching a great price, and that unfortunately not from the English demand but for foreign 
manufacturers who are increasing every year. 
 
I am sure it is the policy of England to cause if possible a continental war I can’t conceive the 
prejudice in England against war as certainly if properly conducted it must always be to the 
advantage of England. I don’t speak as a philanthropist. 
 
 
 
 
MILAN 21 Sept. 1832. 
 
I did not experience any particular benefit from the waters (of Baden) indeed they are not strong 
and not likely to do either good or harm but most persons do not go to Baden for their health but 
for their amusement, but this last year politics have had something to do with it, as Baden was 
full of Carlists. 
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All visitors dine at the table d’hôte at the principal inn and I have seen as many as eighty people 
sit down to dinner, but generally about 40 strong among whom were a most respectable 
sprinkling of princes, counts etc., at our table dined every day two princes of Leon, Princess of 
Salen, Prince Levinstein, the Russian Count Demidoff who is going to England and who is 
immensely rich, Count de Coway a maitre d’hôtel of Charles X; nearly every evening there was 
dancing and I had an opportunity of practising waltzing I had no difficulty getting partners as it 
was the fashion to ask anyone you pleased except English who keep up the English stiffness in 
every country. 
 
I left Baden with a Mr Touchet who is still with me -  
 
The first day from Carlsruhe we encountered the Viscountess Ashbrooke and her daughter, she 
did us the honour to speak to us and as we continued the same route for three days we became 
quite familiar. We have been here nearly a fortnight and for more than a week Mr T has been 
talking of going to see a particular friend of his who has been residing for some time on the 
Lake of Como, but a lamentable event has changed this intention, the day before yesterday we 
received the news of his friend’s death.  
 
He was sailing on the lake; the boat upset and he was drowned.  
 
If I had gone when he proposed we certainly would have been with him; his name was Locke of 
the Guards known in town as handsome Locke. Mrs Locke saw the accident and rushed 
frantically into the water but the persons around saved her. 
 
 
 
 
FLORENCE 4 Dec. 1832. 
 
At Boulogne Malabran was singing; it is singular that a poor town like Boulogne can afford to 
pay 1000 francs a night to a singer, indeed she appeared doubtful of their ability for in her 
agreement it was agreed that the money should be paid in advance each morning or she would 
not sing in the evening.  
 
The people of Boulogne are a singular race, I saw them at the time they were mad for liberty but 
at present they appear just as mad for Malabran for thunders of applause she received were 
astonishing, the more so as they are not generally noisy in their applause in Italy - the fact is she 
does sing beautifully. I never heard any one who pleased me more. 
 
 
 
 
MILAN 3 April 1833. 
 
When I decided to leave Florence two friends Major Raynesford and Lt Lowe R.N. agreed to 
accompany me intending to return to Florence in a few days, we arranged for a carriage to take 
us to Leghorn. 
 
When we had proceeded to within 20 miles of Leghorn the driver wished to intrude two 
strangers into our coach which of course we resisted, high words followed and at length we 
were obliged to apply to the Police, this so enraged the rascal that when we again started he 
commenced driving in a most careless manner and very soon succeeded in oversetting us our 
luggage all going into a dirty ditch: we all received some awkward bruises but not serious 
excepting the poor Major who had his collar bone broken, this accident detained me two days in 
Leghorn as I could not conscientiously leave the poor Major until he was somewhat recovered.  
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We made application through the Consul to have the fellow punished but I do not yet known the 
result. 
 
From Leghorn to Genoa I proceeded by the steam vessel and then to Milan,. 
 
A duel was lately fought between an Austrian and an Italian (of Polish Parentage) the Austrian 
officer was killed on the spot, run through the body. The Italians are of course delighted. 
 
 
 
 
PARIS 4 August 1833. 
 
I have been to see the vessel which was erected on the Seine to shew the Parisians what sort of 
thing a ship of war was, it was a trumpery machine, if people were pleased with it they are to be 
envied.  
 
They have also placed a bronze statue of Napoleon on the column Vendome which appears to 
have brought on a relapse of the Bonaparte fever, there is always a small crowd of idlers talking 
of their or his exploits, throwing chaplets of flowers to the column and suchlike tomfoolery. 
 
Louis Philliipe goes on building his forts and he does right, he ought to know how to govern the 
French he has been a schoolmaster, really to hear Frenchmen talk about liberty and Bonaparte 
you would think them children. During the late feast for instance I saw a transparency with this 
inscription  
 
"The Three Days of July and country, Napoleon the glory of France". 
 
What Napoleon had to do with liberty and above all the three days of July 1830 who can 
imagine? 
 
 
 
 
PARIS 1 March 1834. 
 
On my arrival in Paris I thought I was just in time for another glorious three days for I was told 
that the military were called out and had been charging the mob, but it all passed in smoke; but 
it is certain the people are dissatisfied and will be and the governor who can please them may go 
afterwards to Ireland for I believe however it may be regretted by theorists that the French and 
the Irish require the same description of government and it appears and the French say so that 
Louis Philippe is taking a leaf out of the book of English politics, Every little disturbance is 
followed by a proclamation - the theatres are obliged to be closed by eleven o’clock the criers 
are not allowed the sell newspapers in the streets and in short they certainly had much more 
liberty under Charles the tenth. 
 
 
 
 
PARIS 15 April 1834. 
 
You have read no doubt all about the recent disturbances here, they were really nothing 
politically speaking, the rioters I believe did not much excess 200 mostly boys but what was 
horrid was the bloodthirsty disposition displayed by the soldiers and national guards, only think 
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of their murdering 14 persons men women and children in one house who have offered no 
resistance; at the hospital of St Louis there were I think 15 wounded men not one of whom is 
expected to recover, their bodies being covered with small bayonet wounds inflicted by the 
soldiers while lying defenceless on the ground, a friend of mine saw a prisoner led away 
wounded in three places, passing one of the bridges he escaped and jumped into the river, 
instead of letting the poor devil drown quietly they began firing at him like madmen not 
discharging less than 40 shots. 
 
 
 
 
FLORENCE 1 Nov. 1834. 
 
I remained at Baden until the middle if August then passed Switzerland and passed a week at 
the baths of Aid? in Savoy, there I made the acquaintance of the Countess Guiccoli, and her 
brother Count Gamba. 
 
I must say I was astonished at Lord Byron’s want of taste, she certainly never was pretty, she 
has red hair, thick legs, and is decidedly a dumpy woman notwithstanding, his lordship says in 
one of his poems he hates that description of female form. However we were very friendly 
together during our short acquaintance and as she says she is going to visit England and 
Scotland, you may perhaps have an opportunity of judging the truth of my description. 
 
 
 
 
FLORENCE 14 Mar 1835. 
 
There was rather a tragic event occurred at the last ball at Court, a Colonel Forbes, son of Lord 
Forbes was waltzing and fell down dead.  
 
The theatres are now all closed, and the court in deep mourning in consequence of the death of 
the Emperor of Austria who was uncle to the Grand Duke.  
 
 
 
 
AIX LES BAINS 23 July `1835. 
 
I was introduced to a family named Stevenson. I believe related to ‘Touch and Go Stevenson’ 
the bankers which circumstance however did not prevent them being very well educated and 
agreeable people.  
 
I saw at Florence a young Dr Paget, he was travelling with a gentleman named Sandford whom 
I knew well, but I did not make his acquaintance as I did not know till lately that he was from 
Longleborough. (Loughborough?) 
 
 
 
 
MADRID 3 Oct. 1835. 
 
I left the Port of Lucca near St Jean de Luz the 15 Sept. in an open row boat and the first 
information I received after starting was that a boat had been taken the previous day by the 
Carlists, this was rather a damper as had I been taken I should certainly been shot as on account 
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of my moustachios I should have been considered as belonging to the British Legion, as a 
matter of precaution I have since put my face on the peace establishment with a shaven upper 
lip.  
 
Most of the English troop had left San Sebastian for Bilbao but amongst those left were several 
amusing characters and I had an interview with the famous El Pastor Laing having a letter of 
introduction to him from Gen. Sir Parker Carrol, he is a stout weather-beaten rough but good 
natured looking man, he received me without the slightest ceremony, he wore a short jacket 
without a symptom of uniform and the four other persons in the room were lolling about 
smoking or reading newspapers, one of them without his coat.  
 
From Portagalette to Bilbao is but a short distance and the Carlists had not been very 
troublesome since they shot the men in the British man of war’s boat, but there are plenty of 
traces in the shape of burnt houses broken bridges. 
 
I bought a letter from General Evans and was invited to dinner when I had some opportunity of 
seeing some of the big-wigs in the Expedition . Gen Evans is gentlemanly and mild in his 
manners and I believe is generally liked by the  
English as also by the Spaniards -  
 
The British troops have much improved and begin to exercise tolerably tho’ of course not yet 
like regular troops, they are well dressed and fairly treated although a great deal of corporal 
punishment is administered but I believe it necessary with such a set of vagabonds as compose 
this legion, but it must be owned that the conduct of the men is much better than could be 
expected, they get drunk of course when they can but their conduct in other respects is tolerably 
good -  
 
The Officers appear to be more discontented than the men not that they have any reason to be so 
but from sheer ignorance of their duty - many of them are youths who have never been out of 
London before in their lives who thought they had nothing to do but to try on uniforms go to 
Madrid and strut about from morning to night - 
 
One enquired seriously whether it required more than three days to march from Bilboa to 
Madrid another complained he did not like getting up early to drill the troops, another that he 
had no sitting room in his quarters. They are too ridiculously well dressed and badly paid, it 
raises envy for them to see these English dandies who have never seen service in coats which I 
am informed cost from £12 to £14 each. 
 
At Santander are the lancers under Colonel Kinloch, they are a good looking set of men but the 
horses are not famous and they are not very expert as you may suppose as yet. I was informed 
the only safe way was to go with the ‘arrieros’ who carried merchandise to Burgos in small 
wagons. I adopted that plan and had a most miserable journey of six days and performed less 
than 100 miles sleeping at night in most horrible holes on a bag of straw, added to which the 
country has nothing to admire, it is bare, barren, black and dreary all the way to Madrid. 
 
 
 
 
SEVILLE 26 Dec. 1835. 
 
At night Madrid is well lighted and guarded but not sufficiently to prevent almost nightly 
assassinations, this unfortunately is a fact and I should not have believed it without sufficient 
authority.  
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The inns are bad and the cafes handsome and tolerably good but both very expensive. On the 
whole Madrid cannot be considered a pleasant residence, everything is bad, dear, and 
uncomfortable. The theatres are not handsome, the entrance price to the pitt is 2.8 and the 
performances conclude soon after nine so that they do not answer the purpose of affording you 
an evenings amusement and there is a superb gallery of paintings. 
 
At this moment there is a fine opportunity for an English speculator who understands pictures to 
make an immense fortune in consequence of the suppression of different convents. Fine 
paintings are to be bought for a mere trifle.  
 
I was present at the opening of the Cortes but there was such a crowd I could see nothing. 
 
The Queen in a good tempered woman in appearance but is growing rather stout, she is 
generally liked but it must not be supposed there is not a very strong party against her. 
Mandizabel is praised by the Carlists and admired by the Cristinos, if he does not succeed in 
establishing the Queen’s throne her cause is lost then comes in the battle between the Carlists 
and the Liberals and all Spain will become a slaughter house. 
 
A word about the climate of Madrid - You can form no idea of the cold, no clothing can protect 
you. The frost is severe almost every night, but it is the wind which is insupportable, it is 
difficult to breathe it is so horribly sharp.  
 
In summer I am informed it is insupportably hot.  
 
If Madrid continues the capital of Spain for a thousand years the population could not increase, 
it would have been extinct except from the addition of fortune hunters from all the Provinces -  
 
I left by diligence for Seville, the diligences are much better managed than could be expected in 
Spain the projectors had great difficulties to encounter to erect proper accommodation for the 
mules and innes for travellers in different situations where none previously existed and to 
persuade other inn keepers that a little cleanliness, a knife and fork and a glass were considered 
necessaries by strangers.  
 
The price for my place was 30 dollars, 5 dollars guards and nearly five dollars expenses on the 
road, only 25 pounds of luggage are allowed, for all above you pay enormously, if I had taken a 
place in the Berlin and 1st place it would have cost me 6 dollars more. We had the honour of 
travelling with a Spanish Bishop, a decent fellow, but like most churchmen evidently looking 
back with regret to the dark ages, one of his opinions was that he considered the worst enemies 
of the human species were the inventors of machines! 
 
 
 
 
CADIZ 28 Feby 1836. 
 
It is probable that this barbarous war will not be brought to a conclusion without a direct foreign 
intervention. In the meantime the roads are infested by an abundance of robbers who dignify 
themselves with the name of Carlists. I think I mentioned that a 
 
fellow called the ‘Renegado’ haunted the road between Cordova and Seville - He has since been 
pardoned and pensioned by the present enlightened government after having been a robber and a 
murderer all his life. ‘What can be expected’. 
 
When I came from Madrid I travelled in comfortable security supposing there were no robbers 
in La Mancha, but at Seville I had proof that my confidence was ill founded - One morning I 
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witnessed the arrival of the diligence with the passengers wrapped in old blankets, the chaplain 
of the American frigate Potomac was one of the sufferers, who related how they had been 
robbed of everything, cloaks and coats also by 14 men on horseback at only 16 leagues from 
Madrid, they, on another occasion stopped the courier and burnt all the letters -  
 
This band has since increased and attacked villages taking the principal inhabitants prisoners 
and detaining them until certain ransom is paid. 
 
The national guards of a town called Carolina went in pursuit of these bandits but were very 
unfortunate in their undertaking, they lost four of their number on the field and 12 prisoners 
who were all shot by the robber chief Orijita in cold blood in consequence of the required 
ransome not being paid.  
 
But if this tiger were taken, do not imagine he would suffer the just punishment for his crimes a 
chief of robbers in this country is never executed, no judge dare condemn him and they 
generally have money to buy the judges mercy - I saw two murderers Garotted at Seville, but 
they were two poor devils without a farthing.  
 
Three persons were executed the 15th of this month for political offences, at Seville, they were 
of good families. 
 
 
 
 
GIBRALTAR 14 April 1836. 
 
I must own, Englishman that I am , that I am not surprised that foreigners find us the most 
unamiable of human beings until the acquaintance is intimate, in Spain the manners are very 
different, if you are seated by the side of a lady in the public square there is no impropriety in 
addressing her, though a perfect stranger and you are sure of being answered with the greatest 
civility.  
 
After being introduced at a house, you go when you like, if frequently you are always well 
received, if seldom, no explanation is required, you go dressed as you like, smoke if you think 
proper, and leave when you are tired.  
 
There are a few English merchants at Cadiz who are always quarrelling among themselves. La 
Martine the French poet speaking of Malta says "The English may be disliked but they must be 
admired." This is true in Gibraltar as in other places, everything is conducted with admirable 
order and regularity, but the military are hated by the civilians and the civilians are despised by 
the military. 
 
The English wherever they go possessing many good qualities, continue to hate each other and 
to be hated by all.  
 
I was acquainted at Cadiz with a Mr Grant who was commissioned by our minister to collect 
information preparatory to a treaty of commerce with Spain, but he appeared like myself to have 
little confidence in Spanish politics.  
 
Also a Mr Harrison he has the character at being very industrious and is doing the best business 
of anyone here: they say he is rich but careful of his money to a fault. 
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GIBRALTAR 10 October 1836. 
 
The Catalans resemble the people of the South of France; they are rude and uncourteous in their 
manners, industrious from a love of gain.  
 
During my stay all the constitutional nonsense took place, it was proclaimed at Barcelona 
because it had been proclaimed in other parts of Spain, but the Catalan didn’t care one straw for 
the Constitution of 1812, the fact is they wish for independence of the crown of Aragon, which 
proves their ignorance and folly. Mina was adverse to the proclamation of the constitution! I 
saw him in the principal square attempting to persuade the people to be patient, he has just risen 
from his bed and appeared more like a corpse than a living being, it is singular he has lived so 
long. 
 
 
 
 
CADIZ 28 Dec. 1836. 
 
One thing is certain that Gomez frightened the Andalusians most terribly and showed that the y 
were what they have always been supposed to be, the most terrible fellows to brag and the most 
miserable fellows to fight in the world. 
 
It must be owned that the Queen of Spain has not a very enviable situation, there is a general 
want of political good faith, no general can retain the command long without being suspected of 
treachery, and if the commander in chief should be a man of ability and honour there is such 
jealousy and insubordination throughout the army that it is impossible to do anything.  
 
I came to Spain supposing it ready to enjoy constitutional liberty. I shall leave it persuaded that 
it must wait at least for another century. I consider that foreigners suppose the Spaniards more 
civilised than they really are, in consequence of their generally being acquainted only with the 
seaport towns which are much more advanced than in the interior. I believe there are many 
towns of the interior where not six persons can read or write. Personal liberty and security is so 
little understood that few persons would not laugh at you if you talked of introducing trial by 
jury, because as they say, what juryman would find a prisoner guilty and run the risk of being 
assassinated by his friends. All things considered and much as it is to be regretted, I believe that 
nothing but a tyranny strong like that of Napoleon is at present suitable in Spain. 
 
 
 
 
PARIS. Hotel de France, Rue Lafitte 16 March 1838. 
 
I met at Boulogne a gentleman of the name of Brandon who had been in the naval service of the 
Queen of Spain and who was the officer who took Jas Hunter prisoner, when in the ‘Paddy of 
Cork’.  
 
Singularly enough Mr B knew Jas Hunter in London. When the vessel was taken Hunter denied 
knowing anything of the cargo and Mr B describes his fear and surprise as perfectly ludicrous 
when he was called aside and his name mentioned. It was very fortunate he was known as he 
would otherwise have been sent to a Spanish prison and most probably have soon finished his 
career there. 
 
I find Paris improved since my last visit. Louis Phillippe has taken care to keep the lower orders 
employed and many of Napoleon’s plans which it was supposed would never have been 
completed have been finished. 
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There are several new arcades, and the boulevards are now paved with a bituminous 
composition called asphalte, which appears to answer perfectly, and is a capital substitute for 
stone. 
 
Paris appears in a high state of prosperity, every time I visit France I find prices have risen, 
carriages more numerous and better appointed and the people better dressed.  
 
Louis Philippe is becoming quite popular, he is a man who understands human nature and 
profits by his knowledge. He has given a great number of balls during the past year to which 
were invited persons of all classes, nobles, merchants shopkeepers, artists and political writers, 
particularly the King’s political enemies. It is astonishing how the sop has softened their 
rancour. A King can always cure a republican, who is worth his salt, by sending him an 
invitation to a dinner party. 
 
 
 
 
PARIS 15 May 1838.  
 
I think I dislike the French more than ever, certainly their manners are altered for the worse., 
they were formerly polite in little things, but now they are absolutely brutal and I really do think 
that the lower orders in England are much more orderly and polite than in France. Their morals 
also, never very vigorous, and now if possible worse than formerly, and lest you should think I 
speak from prejudice I shall back my opinion by a few figures. 
 
Last year there were deposited in the morgue to be claimed by their friends, no less than 325 
bodies of which 279 were taken out of the Seine. All these had been murdered or had committed 
suicide, and when the number of those who are murdered or shoot themselves quietly in their 
own houses is added, it gives an awful total; worse by far than Spain or Ireland. 
 
If the bodies are not claimed in a certain number of hours they are sent to the hospital for 
dissection and no coroners inquest nor further enquiry made. And yet you meet English who 
talk about the police of France being good. The fact is they are active in political cases or when 
there is something to gain, not else. 
 


